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SUMMARY vii
Summary
To nd the genetic variants contributing to a complex disease, the researchers developed
a lot of genetic mapping techniques. Association study and linkage study are the two
main approaches. It is well-known that the possible stratication of the population can
make us draw spurious association from the conventional case-control study. Spielman
et. al. (1993) proposed a very ecient test, namely, transmissiom/disequilibrium test
(TDT), which provides a valid test of linkage and association. TDT is intend to test
the linkage between a genetic marker locus and disease causal locus by comparing the
marker allele transmission times between the aected and the unaected. A specicity
of the TDT is that it is robust to the presence of population structure/stratication. As we
know the population structure/stratication can cause the spurious linkage even when
there is no genetic association between a marker locus and a trait locus. The TDT has
attracted much interest in gene mapping for a complex disease and quantitative traits.
Various TDT for quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping have been developed. In this
thesis, we will do our contributions in TDT in the following aspect.
To begin with, the sample size required might be too large for the application of TDT
SUMMARY viii
in practice. Thus, it is very important to develop sampling schemes that can be carried
out easily and reduce the cost of sampling. In this thesis, we provide a simple and
ecient sampling approach for application of TDT in QTL mapping. The properties
of this sampling scheme and the eect of selective genotyping on the power of TDT
are studied. Simulation studies are also carried out to demonstrate the desirable power
compared with conventional truncation sampling approach.
Furthermore, though the TDT approach used for gene mapping at multi loci has
been studied by a number of researchers recently, the application of TDT to genome-
wide association study has not been tackled so far. Since the rapid improvement in SNP
genotyping technology makes it possible to nd the genetic contributions to common
disease, in this thesis we develop a generalized TDT by a penalized logistic model to
extend the TDT to genome-wide association study. By virtue of this model, we convert
the linkage study for gene mapping to variable selection problem. A two-step method
which combines the ecient algorithm for variables selection with a new criterion for
model selection is proposed. In the simulation study, by comparing the false discovery
rate and positive selection rate with the Bonferroni-type multiple-comparison approach,
it is demonstrated that our method is valid and ecient.
Finally, as genome-wide association study always gives us a model space of the
large dimension, where a variable of interest is inuenced by a number of potential co-
variates, the issue of variable selection or model selection is very necessary to statistical
data analysis with large dimension. In this thesis, in the generalization of TDT to the
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genome-wide association study, a logistic model with grouped variables and the penal-
ized likelihood are constructed. We study the optimality conditions for the maximizing
the penalized likelihood and then provide a simple optimality criterion. According to
this criterion, we further propose an ecient algorithm for variable selection in logistic
model with grouped variables.
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As we known, many human traits or disease are viewed as having some genetic compo-
nent. In recent years, genetic study of human traits has received a great deal of attention,
people have made a lot of eort to nd and study the genes which involved in complex
human traits. As a result, many statistical methods are continually being proposed and
developed. In this chapter, we rst summarize the general knowledge of molecular
genetics and then briey review some genetic mapping methods for human traits.
1.1 Genetics background
There are 23 pairs of chromosomes in human genome. Two of them are sex-chromosomes
and the remaining 22 homologous pairs are termed autosomal chromosomes. Along a
chromosome, at denite sites termed genetic loci, there are are genes. A gene consists
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of several variants, namely alleles. For an individual, the pair of alleles (maternal and
paternal) at a locus is called the genotype. If the two alleles are identical, then the geno-
type is called homozygous; otherwise, heterozygous. Along a single chromosome, the
pattern of a sequence of alleles is called a haplotype, the two haplotypes for an indi-
vidual is still called a (multilocus) genotype. At each locus, only one of two alleles
is transmitted from a given parent to his/her osprings, the transmission probability of
each allele is 1/2.
Generally, genotypes are unobservable without complicated biological experiments,
what is observable is a person's phenotype. The phenotype may be discrete or continu-
ous. The penetrance is the probability of a phenotype given a genotype. The genotype
frequencies in a population can be calculated from the allele frequencies if the popula-
tion is in Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium. In particular, the frequency of a genotype is the
product of the frequencies of the two constituent alleles.
In Mendelian law of inheritance, for simple Mendelian traits, the law of indepen-
dence states that the genes are transmitted from parents to an ospring independently of
one another. For example, if a person has blood group A (e.g. genotype AO) and brown
eyes (e.g. genotype Bb, allele B is for brown and allele b is for blue eyes), the trans-
mission of the alleles A and O to ospring is independent of alleles B and b. However,
not all genes are transmitted independently of one another. Genes at two physically
close loci on the same chromosome tend to transmit together. And furthermore, when
several genetic loci on the same chromosome are simultaneously followed in a human
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pedigree, the phenomenon of recombination can often be observed. That is, for a pair
of chromosomes, neither the maternal nor paternal chromosome is completely transmit-
ted, instead, a combination of the paternal and the maternal chromosome is transmitted.
Recombination takes place during a process known as meiosis which is the type of cell
division of producing gametes(egg or sperm), portions of paternal and maternal chro-
mosomes interchange by crossing over.
This process is illustrated in Figure 1.1. If an odd number of crossovers occur
between two loci, there is a recombination between the two loci. The closer the loci are
together, the smaller the probability of a recombination. The recombination fraction 
(0    1=2) between two loci is the probability that a recombination occurs between
them. If the two loci are far apart, allele at one locus is transmitted independently of
allele at the other, and  = 1=2, the two loci are said to be unlinked if  is less than
1/2 they are said to be linked. The genetic distance is measured by Morgan (M) or
centiMorgan (cM), 1M = 100cM. The distance between two loci is 1 Morgan if the
expected number of crossovers between the two loci is 1.
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Figure 1.1: Crossing over and recombination in the process of meiosis
In the formation of gametes, the precursor cells of the sperm or ova double and form two
chromosomes of a homologous. When the two chromosomes pair o in cell division in meiosis,
they may exchange segments in the manner shown above and produce genetic variations in
germ cells (two gametes contain dierent combinations of genes with the precursor).
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Linkage equilibrium refers to that the population frequency of a two-locus haplo-
type is the product of the frequencies of the single-locus alleles. Assume we have two
diallelic loci, one a disease locus with alleles A and a (with frequencies pA and 1   pA
respectively), and the other a marker locus with alleles B and b (with frequencies pB
and 1   pB respectively),the follows show the four haplotype frequencies under linkage
equilibrium:
hAB = pApB
hAb = pA(1   pB)
haB = (1   pA)pB
hab = (1   pA)(1   pB):
There is a linkage disequilibrium between these two loci, if there is number D such that
the haplotype frequencies are as follows:
hAB = pApB + D
hAb = pA(1   pB)   D
haB = (1   pA)pB   D
hab = (1   pA)(1   pB) + D:
Here D is the departure from equilibrium, namely linkage disequilibrium coecient.
Linkage disequilibrium may be resulted by linkage between two loci, population ad-
mixture/stratication or genetic mutation or selection. Under random mating, the mag-
nitude of disequilibrium dissipates over the time of generations and linkage equilibrium
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is reached from linkage disequilibrium. After k generations, disequilibrium decays ac-
cording to the formula
Dk = (1   )kD0;
where  is the recombination fraction. It is apparent that D depends on the frequency
of the alleles inspected and D is maximal when the allele frequencies all are 0.5. Thus,









; when D < 0; and Dmin = maxf pApB; papbg:
When we consider the genetic contribution to a phenotype, this phenotype can be
described as a qualitative trait (e.g disease or non-disease) or a quantitative trait (e.g
arterial blood pressure). The relationship between a quantitative trait x and the genotype
of the quantitative trait locus (QTL) (assume there is unique locus which has genetic
contribution to the specic quantitative trait) can be expressed as follows:
x = g + e
where g is the eect of the genotype of QTL, e is a random variable which represents the
combined eect of all non-genetic factors, generally it comes from a standard statistical
distribution (e.g normal distribution). The genetic eect is xed, i.e. the people carrying
the same genotypes have the same value of g. For example, for a biallelic locus (A and
a denote the name of alleles), there will be three dierent genotypes, so g can take
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values 0, 1 and 2 for genotypes aa, Aa, and AA respectively. According to the Law
of Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium, we can determine the distribution of quantitative trait
x and calculate the mean and variance due to QTL.
Let p denote the allele frequency of A, so the allele frequency of a is 1   p. The
overall population mean will be a weighted average of the genotypic mean:
 = p20 + 2p(1   p)1 + (1   p)22:
The genetic variance can be calculated as follows:
Vg = p2(0   )2 + 2p(1   p)(1   )2 + (1   p)2(2   )2:
Let Ve denote the variance due to non-genetic factors, then the total variance of quanti-





It is a measure of the relative importance of the QTL.
1.2 Methods of genetic mapping
A complex disease refers to a disease determined by multiple genetic and environmen-
tal factors, perhaps their interactions as well. One of the aims of genetic study is to
determine the biological contributions to a certain disease, i.e, to determine the location
of risk genes. Such study is referred to us disease gene mapping (or QTL mapping
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if the phenotype of disease is quantitative). There are two major mapping techniques,
linkage analysis and association analysis. Generally, linkage analysis is conducted by
using family data. It allows us determine regions of chromosomes that are likely to
contain a risk gene based on genetic markers on these chromosomes. Genetic markers
are the regions of DNA that vary between individuals. Linkage studies are based on
the recombination. In linkage studies, some markers and the disease-causing genes are
assumed to be located near each other on the same chromosome so that they tend to
be inherited together. Thus we aim to search for the marker that is consistently present
in those with a certain disease, and is not present in those without the disease. When
a marker is found with the presence of the disease, we are able to know that there is a
disease-causing gene somewhere close to the marker.
In linkage analysis study, one of the traditional methods is LOD score method (Ott,
1991, Morton, 1998). Assume that we can completely specify the mode of inheri-
tance of the trait being studied, that means we have known the number of loci involved,
the number of alleles at each locus and their frequencies, and the penetrance of each
genotype. For a pedigree data, LOD score measures the likelihood of genetic linkage
between loci. It is the log (base 10) odds ratio of linkage (the marker locus and trait
locus are linked) and non-linkage (the marker locus and trait locus are not linked). LOD
score Z() is dened as follows:
Z() = log10
joint probability of all genotypes with a given 
joint probability of all genotypes with  = 1=2
:
Conventionally, for a given  = ), Z( ) > 3 is taken as the criterion for accepting
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linkage.
Without assuming any specic mode of inheritance, another general method of link-
age analysis is based on studying the association between phenotype and IBD (identity
by descent) sharing of a marker locus among the family members such as pairs of sib-
lings. This approach have attracted much of interests. See, Risch and Zhang (1995),
Kong and Cox (1997), Hauser and Boehnke (1998), Dudoit and Speed (2000), for in-
stance.
After using linkage analysis to get an idea where risk genes may be located, we can
use association studies to try to locate the risk gene. We will test candidate genes to see
if they are associated with presence of the disease. These tests can result in the location
of a risk gene. However, association studies do not use families. Rather, they compare
genotypes of aected individuals to genotypes of non-aected individuals, and these
individuals do not have to be relatives.
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping is another important mechanism for identify-
ing genes underlying diseases. As we have known, a disease related to genetic disorder
was resulted by mutations or immigration of carriers of mutant alleles into a population.
At the initial time of a mutation on a particular location of the chromosome, it was com-
pletely associated with the adjacent marker alleles. Also, this association would remain
over considerably many generations. As consequence of recombination, markers in the
immediate vicinity of the disease locus are more likely to remain in the same strand
than those that are farther away. One can estimate whether a particular marker locus ap-
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pears to be in disequilibrium with a disease locus. In particular, if specic marker allele
frequencies are higher in aected subjects than in unaected subjects, this may suggest
that there is linkage disequilibrium between a marker allele and the disease allele thus
linkage between marker locus and disease locus. Xiong and Guo (1997) pointed that it
is possible to map genes at a scale ner than 1 cM by the identication of markers that
are in strong linkage disequilibrium with the disease allele. For the data summarized in
Table 1.1, chi-square test statistics of LD mapping can be written as follows:
TLD =
N(ad   bc)2
(a + b)(c + d)(a + c)(b + d)
:
Table 1.1: Observed marker allele counts in aected and unaected subjects
Number of alleles
M m Total
Aected a b a + b
Unaected c d c + d
Total a + c b + d N
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Table 1.2: Population Stratication in Case-control Study
Population 1 Population 2
Genotype case control case control
MM 4 20 1 5
Mm 4 8 2 10
mm 2 12 17 85
Total 10 40 20 100
M allele frequency is 0.6 in case M allele frequency is 0.1 in case
M allele frequency is 0.6 in control M allele frequency is 0.1 in control
In LD mapping, we need to compare the frequencies of a specic marker allele
between aected and unaected subjects. However, an apparent LD in a population
genetics structure might be caused by admixture or heterogeneity of the population, i.e,
the stratication in the population. These factors may lead to spurious linkage from a
conventional case-control study. Sometimes we may come up with substantial associa-
tion even for unlinked loci. A simple example in Table 1.2 demonstrates such situation.
From Table 1.2, we can see there is no dierence of allele frequency between case and
control in both populations. But the dierence is induced by the pooled population
Table 1.3.
To solve such problem, a very ecient approach was developed by Spielman et al.
(1993), which is called transmission/disequilibrium test (TDT). We have known that
if there exits some association between the phenotype and the underlying locus, then
Chapter1: Introduction 12






M frequency is 0.27 M frequency is 0.49
it may be the result that the allelic variation causes the phenotype directly or through
an intermediary phenotype, or due to linkage disequilibrium between marker locus and
trait locus. Under the assumption that the alleles at this locus assort independently dur-
ing gametogenesis and the alleles are transmitted to ospring with probability 1=2, i.e.,
there is no segregation distortion, the association also can be found between children's
phenotype and the transmission of the two alleles at the causal locus. Thus, TDT takes
the parent-child trios in which one or more parent is heterozygous at the underlying
locus and compares the frequencies of the alleles transmitted from heterozygous parent
to ospring with those of the alleles that are not transmitted.
The original intended use of the TDT was to test for linkage with a marker located
near a candidate gene, in the cases where disease association had already been found.
However, even in the absence of prior association study, the TDT is still valid. In other
words, the TDT provides a joint test of linkage and association. Therefore, the TDT has
attracted much interest in identication of genes for complex diseases and quantitative
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traits. The related discussion can be found in recent references such as Sham et al.
(1995), Xiong et al. (1998), Koeleman et al. (2000), Betensky et al. (2000), Deng et al.
(2001, 2002), Sebastiani et al. (2004), Zhao et al. (2007).
1.3 Original idea of transmission/disequilibrium test
In this section, we introduce the detailed process of TDT. The TDT is a powerful family-
based rather than population-based method to locate disease genes. It compares the
number of times that heterozygous parents transmit the putatively associated marker al-
lele to an aected child with the number of times that they transmit the alternate marker
allele. For simplicity, we consider only biallelic loci. Assume there is a disease locus
with two alleles D and d, and D is the disease allele, and a marker allele with alleles M
and m linked to disease allele. Assume there is linkage disequilibrium between allele D
and M. We consider case-parent trios, that is, the families with single aected child and
at least one heterozygous parent at the marker locus. Apparently, for such families, the
haplotype-sharing tests are not suitable since they require aected sib pairs. Suppose
that we have n such case-parent trios. Assume further that there are w heterozygous
Mm parents in these families and each parent is described in terms of the transmission
status of M allele or m allele. The data can be simply described as follows:
i = number of parents who transmit M to the child;
j = number of parents who transmit m to the child:
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Without segregation distortion, each of the marker alleles should be transmitted
from heterozygous parents to their ospring with equal probabilities unless there is
linkage and linkage disequilibrium (LD) between marker locus and disease susceptibil-
ity loci. Thus, without segregation distortion, the expectation of the number of parents
who transmit allele M to the child is E(i) = w=2 and the expectation of the number of
parents who transmit allele m to the child is E( j) = w=2. Furthermore, when  = 1=2
(no linkage) the two heterozygous parent transmit the marker alleles independently.
Therefore, by McNemar's test, to test the null hypothesis of no linkage or no LD be-
tween the marker locus and the disease susceptibility loci, the test statistic can take the
form of 2 statistic
2TDT = (i   j)2=w:
Under the null hypothesis, 2TDT follows a asymptotic 
2 distribution with one degree
of freedom.
When there are two aected children in a family, the above test statistic is still valid
because the allele contributions of two heterozygous parents to any one aected child
are independent under the null hypothesis  = 1=2. For w heterozygous parents, we can
summarize the data as follows:
i = number of parents who transmit M to both children;
j = number of parents who transmit m to both children;
w   i   j = number of parents who transmit M to one child and m to the other.
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Thus, 2i+w i  jM alleles and 2 j+w i  jm alleles are transmitted from heterozygous
parents. Analogously, the 2 statistic is
2TDT = (2i   2 j)2=2w = 2(i   j)2=w:
In general, if we consider families with more than two aected children, for example,
families with three aected children. Then, each of w heterozygous parents belongs to
one of the following four categories:
i = number of parents who transmit M to all three children;
l = number of parents who transmit M to two children and
transmit m to the other child;
k = number of parents who transmit M to one child and
transmit m to the other two children;
j = number of parents who transmit m to all three children.
The analogous test statistic is
2TDT = (3i + l   k   3 j)2=3w:
For the real data set, there may be varying numbers of aected children in dierent
families. The TDT statistic can be obtained by pooling all aected children altogether
Chapter1: Introduction 16




where nM and nm denote the total numbers of transmitted M alleles and m alleles from
heterozygous parents, respectively.
We note that the above TDT statistics use the aected child trios only, this test is
valid for testing linkage and LD under an implicit assumption that there is no segre-
gation distortion at marker locus. To ensure that the dierence found with the above
TDT statistics are not due to segregation distortion, Spielman et al. (1993) suggested
the unaected children data to be used as well. Thus, we can use a standard 2  2 con-
tingency table 2 test to compare frequency of transmission of M between aected and
unaected children. In such situation, the data set is given in Table1.4.
Table 1.4: Number of marker alleles transmitted
Alleles transmitted
M m Total
aected nM nm nM + nm
unaected uM um uM + um
Total nM + uM nm + um w
The TDT statistic which is applied to both case-parent and unrelated control-parent
trios (with at least one parent being heterozygous) can be written as
2TDT =
w(nMum   nmuM)2
(nM + nm)(uM + um)(nM + uM)(nm + um)
: (1.1)
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Deng and Chen (2001) studied the detailed comparison of this TDT with TDT ap-
plied to case-parent trios only. In most of cases, this TDT is more powerful than the
latter.
The TDT can be generalized to a marker locus with multi alleles. One simple ap-
proach is to consider the particularly interested allele as M, and all other markers are
grouped as m in the case where more than one alleles are suggested to associate with the
disease. For example, suppose that there are three alleles, M1;M2 and M3, at the marker
locus and both M1 and M2 are putative disease alleles. In this case, we can test both
relevant heterozygotes by the TDT. This means that we can compare the transmission
of M1 to aected child by M1M3 parents with the transmission of M3. Meanwhile, we
can compare the transmission of M2 to aected child by M2M3 parents with the trans-
mission of M3 as well. In these both two cases, we can use the same TDT statistic for
the case where there is only one child in the family.
1.4 Literature review
As one of the approaches of LD mapping, the TDT was originally described in human
genetics to test for linkage between a genetic marker and a disease-susceptibility locus.
This technique was also applied in experimental species. Bink et al. (2000) used TDT
in pig selection experiment for mapping loci aecting quantitative traits (growth per-
formance). The TDT was used for screening a disease-susceptibility locus when it was
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developed by Spielman et al. (1993). After that, many researchers extended it to QTL
mapping, see Rabinowitz (1997), Allison (1997), Xiong et al. (1998), Sun et al. (2000),
Zhu et al. (2001), Abecasis et al. (2000), Gauderman (2004), for instance.
Specically, Rabinowitz (1997) took a statistic which reects association between
the value of the quantitative traits and the transmission of the given allele while Alli-
son (1997) extended the TDT by examining the dierence between average phenotypic
values of children with dierent alleles transmitted from the heterozygous parent. Note
that Allison's test is restrictive in that it requires family trios consisting of one heterozy-
gous parent, one homozygous parent and one child, and this method is applicable for
the situation of complete linkage disequilibrium only.
Recently, without these restrictions, Xiong et al. (1998) developed a 2 TDT statistic
which is more powerful than Allison's. The above extension of TDT to QTL mapping
was applied to families with both parents available. Later, Sun et al. (2000) proposed
a new class of tests based on the work of Rabinowitz (1997) and Xiong et. al. (1998),
which is applicable to families with only one parent available. Additionally, Knapp
(1999), Sebastiani et al. (2004), and Croiseau et al. (2007) also studied the TDT with
missing data, i.e., using genotypes of aected individuals and only one available parent
of the individuals.
Other than the TDT applied to the family trios, some researchers also studied the
extension of TDT to pedigree data. The big dierence between family trios and pedi-
gree data is non-independence of observations. George et. al. (1999) proposed a two-
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stage procedure to detect the population association rst and then to detect the linkage.
Abecasis et al. (2000) also used the strategy which treats linkage and association sepa-
rately.
Further, there has been a number of other research studies on the test of association
and linkage without the sampling restrictions, such as, Rabinowitz et al. (2000), Monks
and Kaplan (2000), Abecasis et al. (2001), and Martin et al. (2001), for instance.
Basically, the original TDT approach was used to test linkage and linkage disequi-
librium between a single bi-allelic marker locus and the disease-susceptibility locus, so
it can be treated as an application of McNemar's test, where the matched pairs are the
parental alleles. To make the extensions of TDT to multi-allele marker locus. Various
researchers proposed dierent approaches, see Duy (1995), Bickeboller et al. (1995),
Schaid (1996), Cleves et al. (1997), Lazzeroni et al. (1998), to name but a few.
Among these extensions, it is known that the maximal TDT proposed by Schaid
(1996) is a very ecient method. The maximal TDT statistic is the maximum of the bi-
allelic TDT statistics computed for each allele versus all others combined. The power of
this test is likely to be high when only one allele is associated with the disease. But the
shortcoming of this maximal TDT is that statistic is not a 2 random variable. Betensky
et al. (2000) proposed a renement to Bonferroni's correction for multiple testing for
calculation accurate upper bounds fr the type I error and p-values for maximal TDT.
For extensions of TDT to multi loci, Sham et al. (1995) suggested a method called
ETDT, which is analogous to logistic regression. The ETDT is adapted to CETDT
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which is developed by Koeleman et al. (2000). CETDT which is robust to Hardy-
Weinberg disequilibrium in the parents, is a test for an eect at a secondary locus or
marker conditioning on the association of a candidate disease locus in case-parent trios.
Some other people also studied the extensions to the TDT for multi loci (e.g. Betensky
et al. (2000), Dudbridge et al. (2000)). But these extensions are not applicable to
genome-wide association study.
1.5 Aim and organization of the thesis
TDT as a test of linkage employing nuclear family was developed to control for pop-
ulation admixture/stratication. It is originally designed for complex disease and has
recently been extended to quantitative traits. However, a large sample size is required to
detect QTL eects. This is especially true for identifying the genes with relatively small
eects. Therefore, it is of great practical importance to developing sampling schemes
that can eectively enhance the power and reduce the sample sizes required for TDT.
In this thesis, we provide a simple and ecient sampling approach for TDT to extend
TDT to quantitative trait locus mapping. Compared with traditional truncation method,
our sampling scheme is much easier to carry out in practice and more economical. The
eect of this sampling scheme on the joint distribution of genotypes of nuclear family
is also studied..
The TDT was rst applied to the linkage study of a single marker locus with the
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disease-susceptibility gene. Although some researchers have extended it to multi marker
loci, TDT has not been applied to genome-wide association study yet. In this thesis, we
provide an ecient logistic model and an algorithm to search the causal genes in the
genome-wide scope. This algorithm consists of crude selection and rened selection.
In the step of crude selection, the sparse solutions, i.e., the sets of markers which may
contain possibly eective genes are obtained by solving a penalized likelihood. Then,
in the following step of rened selection, a new criterion for variable selection, namely
EBIC, is applied to sift the nal set of genes from those obtained in the rst step. In
simulation studies, we compare the positive selection rate and false discovery rate of
EBIC with the traditional BIC and traditional multi-comparison method. In this thesis,
we also propose a new approach of gene selection for grouped variable via the logistic
model.
The thesis is organized as follows.
In chapter 2, we rst give some preliminary materials to introduce issues of model
selection, then, we investigate the logistic model with grouped variables and establish
a new penalized likelihood model using a mathematical programming approach, which
is analogous to LASSO to some extent. Then, we explore the optimality conditions
for the underlying optimization problem and propose a new algorithm for this grouped
variable selection via logistic model.
In chapter 3, we derive the joint probability distribution that the parent of the nuclear
family is heterozygous and the ospring has the disease allele. We prove that the new
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sampling scheme-extreme rank sampling (ERS) can increase this probability. We apply
ERS to three dierent TDT statistics and conduct the simulation study to compare the
power of the TDT under our sampling approaches and the truncation approach. The
power of dierent TDTs are compared as well.
In chapter 4, the generalized TDT via logistic model is formulated and a two-step
method is proposed to search for genes in the whole genome. By simulation study, we
compare our approach with the conventional multi-test scheme, i.e., Benferroni-type
method.
In chapter 5, we conclude the thesis and provide some possible directions of further
research.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
Variable selection with large model space has drawn increasing considerable attention
in recent years. People do not know for a certainty which covariates are related to the
response. So they might consider as many features as possible in the regression al-
though the number of causal features is small. Nevertheless, the sample size is usually
small. This gives rise to the so-called sparse small-n-big-p problem; that is, the number
of candidate features, p, is much larger than the sample size n. For example, with the
development of experimental techniques in genetics study, the genome-wide associa-
tion study becomes possible. People has been able to type and locate tens or hundreds
of thousands single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) over the whole human genome.
But there are only handful of them that are responsible to the genetic variation of a
quantitative trait or a disease status. Another example is in a microarray chip. The ex-
pression values of thousands of genes in the specic tissues are measured and analyzed
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in a microarray to identify a few tens of genes which can used for the classication or
diagnose of the disease. In genetic studies, a very simple method is as follows. By
tting an appropriate model to features one at a time, the features with highest signi-
cant eects are selected by multiple-comparison approach, namely Bonferroni adjusted
threshold value to control the family-wise type I error rate or the false-discovery rate
(FDR). Apart from this approach, many more advanced approaches have been devel-
oped in the past recent years.
In this chapter, we briey review some general methods for variable selection, then
propose a new algorithm for penalized logistic model with grouped variables in a special
case.
2.1 Introduction of variable selection
Suppose (xi; yi); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; are n independent and identically distributed random
vectors, where xi = (xi1; xi2; : : : ; xip) is the p-dimensional predictor variables and yi is
the response variable of interest. We would like to model the relationship between the
predictors and the response variable. We assume the following typical linear regression
model
yi = 0 +
pX
j=1
 jxi j + ei; (2.1)
where 0 and  = (1;    ; p) is the intercept and the regression coecients associated
with p predictors respectively, ei is an error term.
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In many practical situations, we don't know exactly which factors are related to the
response, so we consider as many covariates as we can, hence not all these p covariates
in the regression model are related to the response, some of them are superuous, that
means, conditional on a subset of the covariates, the response does not depend on the
other covariates. The problem of variable selection is to identify the set of important
predictors among p variables. Many traditional variable selection methods have been
developed, such as, forward selection procedure, backward elimination procedure and
best subset selection. Forward selection procedure starts with an empty subset, variables
are added at a time until the optimality of some chosen criterion is reached. While
backward elimination starts with the full subset,variables are removed one at a time. In
best subset regression, we compare models made up of all possible subsets of candidate
covariates. The best subset is usually intractable for large quantity of candidates because
we have 2p such subsets. These methods are used with some chosen model selection
criteria, such as, Akaike information criterion (AIC) proposed by Akaike (1973) which
is dened as
AIC =  2 log(L()) + 2K;
where L() is the numerical value of the log-likelihood at its maximum point,  is the
maximum likelihood estimate of parameter  and K is the number of parameters used
in the model. In application, one computes AIC for each of the candidate models with
the covariates selected by a certain variable selection approach, and the model with the
smallest value of AIC is choosen. Another classical variable selection criterion is Bayes
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Information Criterion (BIC, Schwarz, 1978). It is simply
BIC =  2 log(L()) + K log(n);
where n is the sample size. The BIC is similar to the AIC but having a stronger penalty
for large models, tends to select models with fewer predictors than the AIC.
Besides the above variable selection methods, there are many other methods such as
cross-validation method (Stone, 1974), Mallows' Cp (Mallows, 1973). These methods
are usually too liberal, that is, they tend to select a model with many spurious covari-
ates. Apart from these methods, more advanced approaches have been developed in the
past recent years. For example, one ecient and popular approach called least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) was proposed by Tibshirani (1996). Com-
pared with traditional estimation methods, the key dierence of LASSO is that it has
the ability to carry out parameter estimation and variable selection simultaneously. Fu
(1998) developed a general approach to solve for the bridge estimator. Fan et al. (1999)
proposed a few new approaches to select variables for linear models, robust regression
models and generalized linear model based on a penalized likelihood method. Fan and
Li (2001) studied the penalized likelihood method in linear regression, of which the
LASSO is a special case. Park et al. (2006) introduced a path-following algorithm for
L1 regularized linear model.
In the following sections we start with introducing LASSO technique developed by
Tibshirani (1996) and an extension of LASSO to the regression with grouped variable
(Yuan et al. 2006) in linear regression. Next, LARS model selection algorithm (Efron
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et al 2004) and nally an method to solve the sparse logistic regression (Sheevade and
Keerthi 2003) are introduced.
2.2 LASSO and group LASSO in linear regression
2.2.1 LASSO
LASSO is a L1 norm penalized likelihood approach for linear regression problem. The































j jj  t:
(2.2)
Here t  0 is a tuning parameter. It controls the amount of shrinkage that is applied
to the estimates. Let 0 be the ordinary least squares estimates and let t0 =
P
j j 0j j. If
t  t0, the LASSO estimates are the same as the ordinary least squares estimates 0j .
If t  t0, the LASSO estimates will shrink towards to 0, and some coecients may be
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forced to 0. This property enables LASSO to have the function of variable selection.
For example, if t = (1=2)t0, roughly p=2 of the coecients will be forced to zero and
p=2 of the variables will be selected.
For the solution of the above optimization problem, Tibshirani (1996) suggested two
iterative algorithms. The rst algorithm treats it as a problem with p+1 variables subject
to 2p constraints. The constraint
Pp
j=1 j jj  t is equivalent to 2p constraints which are of
the form Ti   t; i = 1; 2; : : : ; 2p, where i are the p-tuples of the form (1;1; : : : ;1).
For a given , these 2p constrains can be split into two sets, one is a set of indices with
equality constraints, namely, E = fi : Ti  = tg; the other one is a set of indices with
inequality constraints, that is, S = fi : Ti  < tg. Start with E = fi0g where i0=sign( 0),
0 being the overall least squares estimate. It solves the least squares problem subject
to Ti   t, and then checks whether
Pp
j=1 j jj  t. If so, the computation is complete;
if not the violated constraints is added to E and the process is continued until all 2p
constraints are satised. The procedure must always converge in the nite number of
steps since one element is added to the set E at each step and there are a total of 2p
elements. By the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, the nal iterate is a solution
to the original problem.
In the second algorithm which was suggested by Tibshirani (1996), each  j is rewrit-
ten as +j    j , where +j and  j are non-negative, and the constraint
Pp
j=1 j jj  t is




 j  t. In this way, the original problem with
p + 1 variables and 2p constraints is transformed to a new problem with more variables
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(2p + 1) but fewer constraints (2p + 1). This new problem has the same solution as the
original problem.
The above computation is performed for a xed tuning parameter t. In Tibshirani
(1996), vefold cross-validation was suggested to estimate t. Suppose a regression
model:
Y = (X) + ;
where E()=0 and var() = 2. For an estimate (X), the prediction error of (X) is
given by
PE = EfY   (X)g2:
The LASSO tuning parameter is standardized to s = tP j 0j j , where 0j( j = 1;    ; p), is
the ordinary least squares estimate. Then we estimate the prediction error over a grid
values of s from 0 to 1 inclusively. The value of s which yields the lowest estimated
prediction error PE is selected.
LASSO is a very ecient and popular method of variable selection, there are some
other researchers studied the penalized likelihood methodology for variable selection in
recent years (e.g., Fan and Liu (1999), Fan and Li (2001), Zou and Hastie (2005), Park
and Hastie (2006), Fu (2007), Huang et. al. (2007)). Michael et. al. (2000) studied the
properties of LASSO as a convex programming problem and derive its dual, an ecient
algorithm for computing LASSO estimates was developed.
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2.2.2 Some extension of LASSO
The LASSO is a penalized least square method imposing an L1-penalty on the regres-
sion coecient. However, as pointed by Zou and Hastie (2005), the LASSO has some
limitations. First, in the case when p > n, the properties of the convex optimization
problem make the LASSO select at most n variables. Also, the LASSO is not well
dened unless the L1 norm penalty is smaller than a certain value which is the ordi-
nary least-squares estimate. Second, the LASSO can not deal with the high correlated
grouped variables very well. This means it tends to select only one variable from the
group and does not care which one is selected. To x the above problems, Zou and




























subject to (1   )
pX
j=1













is called the elastic net penalty, which is a convex combination of the LASSO and ridge
penalty. When  = 1, Elastic Net then becomes the simple ridge regression and the
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penalty becomes LASSO penalty if  = 0.
Zou and Hastie (2005) proposed an ecient algorithm, namely LARS-EN to solve
the above problem. LARS-EN is based on least angle regression (LARS) algorithm
which is introduced in section 2.3. It can be proved that the elastic net problem is
equivalent to a lasso problem on some augmented data, therefore LARS can be applied
to solve the elastic net problem. In addition, since there are two tuning parameters in
the elastic net, a cross-validation on a two-dimensional surface is used for choice of
tuning parameter
Apart from the L norm penalty, recently Fan and Li (2001) developed a penalized
















where p is the penalty function which satises
p0(j jj) = 
(
I(j jj  ) + (   j jj)+(   1) I(j jj > )
)
for some  > 2: (2.6)
To solve the above problem, Fan and Li (2001) suggested a smoothing method to ap-
proximate the problem by a quadratic minimization problem and Newton-Raphson al-
gorithm can be used. They also use the method of cross-validation to select the tuning
parameter (; a).
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2.2.3 Group LASSO
Consider the regression problem with J factors:
y = 0 + X11 +    + XJJ + ;
where X j is the factor with p j grouped variables,  j = ( j1;    ;  jp j)0 is a coecient
vector of size p j, j = 1; 2; : : : ; J, and   Nn(0; 2I). The J factors can be both cate-
gorical and continuous factors. Without loss of generality, the intercept 0 can be set
to be zero. It is easy to see that the general regression problem is the special case of
the above when p1 = : : : = pJ = 1. Suppose we have data (Xij; yi); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n,
where Xij = (Xi1; : : : ; XiJ). As proposed by Yuan and Lin (2006), the group LASSO













jj jjjK j  t;
(2.7)
where the norm jj  jjK j is dened by jj jjjK j :=
q
0jK j j for a symmetric positive denite
matrix K j 2 Rp jp j . There are many reasonable choices for the kernel matrices K js. In
particular, an obvious and simple choice of K j would be K j = Ip j ; j = 1; : : : ; J, where
Ip j represents the identity matrix in R
p jp j .
Yuan and Lin (2006) proposed an optimization algorithm to obtain the solution of
(2.7) under the selection of K j = p jIp j ; j = 1; : : : ; J. By the direct consequence of
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Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions,  = (01; : : : ; 
0
J)
0 is a solution of (2.7) if and only if
 X0j(Y   X) +
 j
pp j
k jk for  j , 0; (2.8)
k   X0j(Y   X)k  pp j for  j = 0: (2.9)










where S j = X0j(Y   X  j), with   j = (01; : : : ; 0j 1; 00; 0j+1 : : : ; 0J).
2.3 Least angle regression (LARS) algorithm
To obtain the estimates of coecients  in the regression (2.1), LARS performs anal-
ogously to a less greedy version of the forward selection approach. Starting with all
coecients equal to zero, the covariate which is most correlated with the response is
selected next, say x j1. Along x j1 the largest step is taken until some other covariate,
say x j2, has the same correlation with the current residual. Unlike the forward selec-
tion method, rather than continuing along x j1, LARS takes the direction equiangular
between the two covariates until the third variable x j3 attains the most correlation with
the response. Then LARS proceeds equiangularly between x j1, x j2 and x j3, until the
fourth variable is selected, and so on.
For a sample of size n, the response y = (y1;    ; yn)0 and covariates Xnp = (x1;    ; xn)0
can be always assumed that y has mean 0 and covariates Xnp have mean 0 and unit
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length by location and scale transformations. So, the intercept 0 is zero. Let i =Pp
j=1  jxi j, i = 1;    ; n and denote (1;    ; n) by . The LARS algorithm is described
as follows:
I. Set the initial estimate 0 = 0 and k = 0.
II. Suppose that k is the current LARS estimate, calculate




fj c jjg; and A = f j : j c jj = Cg: (2.12)
III. Let XA = (   x j    ) j2A and calculate y¯k+1 = (X0AXA) 1X0Ay, then the equiangu-
lar vector
A = y¯k+1   k: (2.13)
IV. The next step of LARS algorithm updates k to





8><>: C   c jC   a j ;
C + c j
C + a j
9>=>; ; (2.15)
and a j is the jth element of a = X0AA.
V. The process II-IV are repeated untilAc = ;.
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The step length  in (2.15) is the smallest positive number such that some new index
inAc joins the active set in next step.
2.4 Sparse logistic regression
Suppose the binary data (Xi; yi); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n; are n independent and identically dis-
tributed random vectors, where Xi = (xi1; xi2; : : : ; xip)T is the p-dimensional predictor






















By the idea of LASSO, we can solve the sparse logistic regression problem by solving












1CCCCCCA +  pX
j=1
j jj;  > 0: (2.17)
Shevade and Keerthi (2003) proposed an ecient algorithm to solve (2.17) which does
not need any matrix operations but only the rst order optimality conditions for (2.17).
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Let















yixi j; j = 1; 2; : : : ; p;
since l() is dierentiable with respect to 0, and  j; j > 0 at the value of nonzero, the
rst order optimality conditions of (2.17) can be written as follows:
H0 = 0; if j = 0;
H j    = 0; if j > 0 and  j , 0;
jH jj  ; if j > 0 and  j = 0:
Dene viol j, j = 1; 0; 1; : : : ; p, by
viol j :=
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
jH0j if j = 0
jH j   j if j > 0 with  j , 0
maxf0; jH jj   g if j > 0 with  j = 0:
(2.18)
Then the rst order optimality conditions of (2.17) can be further written as
viol j = 0; for any j:
In Shevade and Keerthi (2003), a tolerance  is suggested in a algorithm used to solve
(2.17) such that the the algorithm stops when the optimality conditions are satised up
to tolerance , i.e.
viol j  ; for any j:
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Under a given tuning parameter , Shevade and Keerthi (2003) proposed an algorithm to
solve (2.17) as follows, all s are set to zero initially, one variable  j which maximumly
violates the optimality conditions is chosen and the optimization subproblem is solved
with respect to this variable  j alone, keeping the other s xed. This procedure is
repeated as long as there exists a variable which violates the optimality conditions.
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Chapter 3
TDT for Quantitative Traits
Original TDT concentrated on dichotomous traits such as the presence or absence of
a disease. Generally, the disease was caused by the mutation at a single gene. But as
we have known, many biomedical traits of interest can be measured on a continuous or
ordinal scale, namely quantitative scale. A quantitative trait is usually attributable to
two or more genes as well their interaction with the environment. So, it is important to
study linkage between a marker locus and the locus underlying such a quantitative trait.
In this chapter we will rst review some available methods which extend the application
of TDT to quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping, then we provide a new sampling
method, namely extreme rank sampling (ERS), which can convert the quantitative trait
study to the case-control like study. Some properties of ERS are studied. The TDT
is extended to QTL mapping by applying ERS. Simulation studies are carried out to
compare the powers of TDT with ERS with conventional truncation sampling scheme.
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3.1 Existing methods of TDT for QTL mapping
Since Spielman et. al. (1993) developed TDT for mapping disease susceptibility gene
at a single locus, some other researchers have proposed various TDT-type procedure for
QTL mapping. We review these methods in this section.
Throughout this chapter, we assume that the population is in Hardy-Weinberg equi-
librium. Let X be the quantitative trait of concern which is controlled by a putative
biallelic QTL A with alleles Q and q. Assume Q is related to larger trait value. Let pQ
denote the frequency of the Q-allele, pq(= 1   pQ) denote the frequency of the q-allele.
Suppose that a genetic marker locus B is in the vicinity of the QTL A and let pM and
pm(= 1   pM) denote the frequencies of the allele M and m at the marker locus, respec-
tively. Suppose that the marker B is in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with QTL A, and
allele M is linked with Q allele that means M is associated with larger trait values.
3.1.1 t-test with random sampling
The t-test TDT approach developed by Allison (1997) is quite dierent from the TDT
as originally proposed by Spielman et. al. (1993). Assuming one child per family,
this method apply to the family trios consisting one heterozygous parent and one ho-
mozygous parent, and their biological child. Under this condition, we would be very
clear which of the two alleles at the marker locus is transmitted from the heterozygous
parent to the child. Let X¯M and X¯m denote the sample means of quantitative trait value
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of children, and S 2M and S
2
m denote the sample standard deviations when allele M or m
is transmitted, respectively. Given the sample size N, the test statistic
TDTt1 =
X¯M   X¯ms




will have t-distribution with N   2 degree freedom under the null hypothesis of no
linkage. The t-statistic above assume either that the quantitative trait X is normal or that
the sample size is large such that the central limit theorem applies.
3.1.2 t-test with truncation sampling
This is a TDT based on t-test with truncation sampling from both tails of the ospring
phenotype distribution. For the given lower and upper cut o points XL and XU , where
XL  XU , the families in which the quantitative value X of child is less than XL or
greater than XU are selected and are put into lower and upper groups. Then,under the
assumption that the sample size is suciently large such that the central limit theory








is t-distribution with degree freedom of NM +Nm   2, where X¯M, X¯m, S 2M and S 2m are the
same as that in TDTt1, NM and Nm are the number of families where allele M or m is
transmitted, respectively.
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3.1.3 F-test for linkage
Without assuming only one parent to be heterozygous only one child in a family, Xiong
et. al. (1998) proposed a general TDT for quantitative traits. For a random sample
consisting of N families which there is at least one parent who is heterozygous for a
marker locus, there are 2N sampled parents. For the k-th heterozygous parent, assume
allele M is transmitted to CMk children and allele m is transmitted to Cmk children. Let
NM =
P
kCMk and Nm =
P
kCmk. For the j-th child in the set of CMk children and j-th
child in the set of Cmk children, let XMk j and Xmk j denote the quantitative trait value
respectively. The TDT statistic for testing the null hypothesis of no linkage is
TDTF =




























j [(XMk j   X¯M)2 + (Xmk j   X¯m)2]
NM + Nm   2 :
Under the assumption that the quantitative trait is normally distributed and the null
hypothesis that there is no linkage, the TDTF follows an F distribution with 1 and
NM +Nm 2 degrees of freedom. When the sample size is suciently large, even without
normality assumption the TDTF will have 2(1) distribution asymptotically.
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3.1.4 2-test with truncation sampling
Assume the phenotype has normal distribution, a lower point XL and an upper point XU
for phenotype of children are given rst. As proposed by Allison (1997), the families
in which the quantitative value X of child is less than XL or greater than XU are selected
and are put into lower and upper groups respectively. Then the transmission status of
M allele and m allele can be summarized in the Table (3.1).
Table 3.1: Number of alleles M and m transmitted in upper sample and lower sample
Number of alleles transmitted
M m Total








Total nM nm N
To test whether the transmission of putative allele M is independent of higher phe-




m   NLMNUm )2
nMnmnUnL
:
Under the null hypothesis of no linkage, the above statistic has 2 distribution with
degree freedom 1. As pointed by Allison (1997), such test is advantageous if segrega-
tion distortion is considered because both higher and lower phenotypes are considered
in the statistic.
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Among these 4 tests reviewed, it can be seen that only the last one retains the spirit
of TDT whereas the rst three only use the family trios and the transmission data, but
has nothing to do with the spirit of TDT.
3.2 A new sampling method and its properties: extreme
rank sampling for TDT in QTL mapping
In this section we apply an extreme rank selection (ERS) (Chen et. al. (2005)) procedure
to selective genotyping such that TDT can be used in QTL mapping. Some properties
of ERS in TDT are studied. By simulation studies, we show that, while having the
comparable power with the truncation approach, ERS approach can improve eciency
of sampling and therefore reduce cost .
ERS approach is applied only to phenotypes of children and each of them is from
dierent nuclear family. Let k be a specied integer. By ERS approach, at each step,
k children from k dierent families are chosen at random. The trait values of these k
children are measured and ordered from the smallest to the largest: X(1)  X(2)     
X(k). Then the parents of the child with rank 1 and of the child with rank k are genotyped
at the marker locus. If there is at least one heterozygous parent for the family of rank 1
child, then this family is selected as a member of the lower sample. Similarly, If there
is at least one heterozygous parent for the family of rank k child, then this family is
selected as a member of the upper sample. That is, the lower sample contains lower
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child-parent trios while the upper sample contains upper child-parent trios.
Denote the three genotypes of A by QQ Qq and qq. Let pQQ, pQq, pqq denote the
frequencies of the genotype QQ, Qq, and qq, respectively. Under Hardy-Weinburg-
Equilibrium (HWE),
pQQ = p2Q; pQq = 2pQpq; and pqq = p
2
q:
By quantitative genetics, without loss of generality it is postulated that
X = g + ;
where g is the genotypic value and  is a random variable independent of X with mean
 and cumulative distribution function (CDF) H.
Assume that the genotypic value g is a; d and  a when the genotypes of the QTL
are QQ Qq and qq respectively. Then
Fqq(x) = H(x + a); FQq = H(x   d); and FQQ = H(x   a)
are CDF of X for dierent genotypes of QTL. Denote by fqq; fQq and fQQ their prob-
ability density functions (PDF). Thus, the PDF and CDF of X is given, respectively,
by
f (x) = p2Q fQQ(x) + 2pQpq fQq(x) + p
2
q fqq(x);
F(x) = p2QFQQ(x) + 2pQpqFQq(x) + p
2
qFqq(x);
and the conditional frequencies of the genotype QQ, Qq and qq given X are as follows:




; p(QqjX = x) = 2pQpq fQq(x)
f (x)
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Let  denote LD coecient for the marker locus and the QTL, and  denote the recom-
bination fraction between the marker locus and QTL. Then, the haplotype frequencies
are as follows.
pQM = +pQpM; pqM = pM pQM; pQm = pQ pQM; and pqm = 1 pQ pM+pQM:
In the following we will prove that the probability that a selected parent is heterozy-
gous at the marker locus (i.e., genotype is Mm) and the M allele is transmitted to his/her
child can be increased in upper sample and reduced in lower sample by ERS approach.
Let the subscripts C and P denote the child and parental generations, two letters, q
and m, jointing with a underline represent a haplotype of marker locus and QTL, and
PM and Pm the allele frequencies of M and m, respectively. So the population frequency
of the genotype MmP in a parent and the allele M transmitted to the child is
P(MmP;MC) = P(MC jMmP)P(MmP) = PMPm:
Considering three cases of genotype of QTL, we have
P(MmP; qMC) = P[(QM; qm)P; qMC]
+P[(qM;Qm)P; qMC]
+P[(qM; qm)P; qMC]
= 2PQM(1   PM   PQ + PQM)2
+2(PM   PQM)(PQ   PQM)1   2
+2(PM   PQM)(1   PM   PQ + PQM)12
= (   Pm) + PMPmPq:
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Similarly,
P(MmP;QMC) = (Pm   ) + PMPmPQ:
Therefore, the joint frequency of MmP and the allele M transmitted to a child given the
quantitative trait value X of the child is:
P(MmP;MC jX) = P(MmP; qMC; X = x)= f (x) + P(MmP;QMC; X = x)= f (x)
= fP(MmP; qMC;QqC) fQq(x) + P(MmP; qMC; qqC) fqq(x)
+P(MmP;QMC;QQC) fQQ(x) + P(MmP;QMC;QqC) fQq(x)g= f (x)
= fPQP(MmP; qMC) fQq(x) + PqP(MmP; qMC) fqq(x)
+PQP(MmP;QMC) fQQ(x) + PqP(MmP;QMC) fQq(x)g= f (x)
= [(   Pm) + PMPmPq][PQ fQq(x) + Pq fqq(x)]= f (x)
+[(Pm   ) + PMPmPQ][PQ fQQ(x) + Pq fQq(x)]= f (x):
Thus, the joint probability that the parent has genotype MmP and the child has allele




kFk 1(x)f[(   Pm) + PMPmPq][PQ fQq(x) + Pq fqq(x)]
+[(Pm   ) + PMPmPQ][PQ fQQ(x) + Pq fQq(x)]gdx
= PMPm
Z





kFk 1(x)[PQ( fQQ(x)   fQq(x)) + Pq( fQq(x)   fqq(x))]dx
= PMPm + (Pm   )
Z
kFk 1(x)[PQ( fQQ(x)   fQq(x)) + Pq( fQq(x)   fqq(x))]dx:
(3.1)
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k[1   F(x)]k 1f[(   Pm) + PMPmPq][PQ fQq(x) + Pq fqq(x)]
+[(Pm   ) + PMPmPQ][PQ fQQ(x) + Pq fQq(x)]gdx
= PMPm
Z
k[1   F(x)]k 1[P2Q fQQ(x) + 2PQPq fQq(x) + P2q fqq(x)]dx
+(Pm   )
Z
k[1   F(x)]k 1[PQ( fQQ(x)   fQq(x)) + Pq( fQq(x)   fqq(x))]dx
= PMPm + (Pm   )
Z
k[1   F(x)]k 1[PQ( fQQ(x)   fQq(x)) + Pq( fQq(x)   fqq(x))]dx:
(3.2)
Slatkin (1999) suggest that we can usually assume that frequency of allele M is su-
ciently small, so Pm > 1=2. Because the recombination coecient   1=2, while the
integral in last part of (3.1) is positive. Thus, it follows from (3.1) that
PU(MmP;Mc)  P(MmP;Mc);
which implies that the ERS can increase the joint frequency of trio that at least one
of parents is heterozygous and a child has a M allele. [1   F(x)]k 1 is decreasing so
the integral in last part of (3.2) is negative. This leads to a reduced joint frequency
P(MmP;Mc) in lower sample. In other words, for the same sample size, compared with
random sampling, we can expect more family trios heterozygous parents at the marker
locus and allele M is transmitted to the child in upper sample and meanwhile less of
family trios with heterozygous parents at the marker locus and allele M is transmitted
to the child in lower sample. Therefore, by ERS approach we can improve the eciency
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of sampling and consequently improve the power of TDT test based on upper and lower
samples. In the following section, we introduce some statistical tests employing the
upper and lower samples obtained by ERS to identify QTL.
3.3 TDT for QTL mapping by ERS
Analogous to Allison's 2 test with truncation sampling approach, we will consider
three test statistics in our discussion. However, we don't impose the restriction that
family trios must consist of one heterozygous and one homozygous parent. Instead, we
consider the family trios with at least one heterozygous parent. Let NUM and N
U
m denote,
respectively, the number of times that allele M and m at marker locus are transmitted
from heterozygous parents to the children with rank k in the upper sample obtained by
ERS, the detailed notations are shown in Table 3.1. Here the lower and upper sample
are selected by ERS approach instead of truncation sampling method. Then under null
hypothesis that there is no linkage and no linkage disequilibrium between marker locus
and a QTL, the statistic
2TDTU =
(NUM   NUm )2
NUM + NUm
approximately follows a 2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
Similarly, for lower sample, let NLM and N
L
m denote, respectively, the number of times
that allele M and m at marker locus are transmitted from heterozygous parents to the
children with rank 1 in the lower sample. Then under null hypothesis that there is no
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approximately follows a 2 distribution with one degree of freedom as well.
Spielman et al. (1993) suggested that we should incorporate unaected osprings
into the original TDT if we have concern about the eect of segregation distortion rather
than linkage disequilibrium on prob(M is transmitted). Thus we have the following




m   NLMNUm )2
nMnmnUnL
:
This statistic approximately follows a 2 distribution with one degree of freedom under
the null hypothesis and it may be advantageous when the possibility of segregation dis-
tortion exits. These three tests are referred to as TDTu, TDTl and TDTul, respectively.
The above three TDT statistics consider only biallelic genetic model. For the locus
with more than two alleles, as pointed out by Deng and Chen (2001), it can always be
classied into two alleles by designating one or some alleles as M and the others as
m. But in practice, collapsing multiple alleles to two compound alleles is not always
straightforward since which alleles are to be grouped into one allele is not explicit.
Inappropriate collapsing may lead to loss of information. Some researchers studied the
extension of TDT for biallelic locus to multiallelic locus (e.g Sham And Curtis 1995,
Spielman and Ewens 1996). We can use multiple comparison procedure to test the
overall linkage disequilibrium among all of the alleles.
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3.4 The power of TDT with ERS
In this section, we perform simulations and investigate powers of the various TDTs
with ERS approach introduced in the above section and compare them with TDT under
the truncation sampling scheme. With specied allele frequencies of QTL and maker
locus pQ; pM;and linkage disequilibrium coecient  which is determined by D0 =
=[pQ(1  pM)], the parents' genotypes are generated randomly by HWE; in the absence
of segregation distortion, with a specied recombination fraction , the genotype of
their unique child is generated by the Mendelian inheritance. Furthermore, we assume
that the eects of QTL alleles are additive, i.e., the distribution of trait X has mean 0,
d, and 2d when the genotype of QTL is qq, Qq, and QQ, respectively. To make the
results comparable, we conduct TDTU , TDTL and TDTUL with the same sample size
n = 200. In TS approach, let u and l to be the -th quantile and (1   )-th quantile
of the distribution of trait value of children. Correspondingly, in ERS approach we take
k to be 1

. However, in practice, we don't know the the distribution of trait value, so
we need to sample from the population of the trait value to estimate u and l rst. To
make the implementation easier and reduce the cost in practice, we also consider the
idea of weaker version of ERS; that is, in the case that none of the parents of the rank
k child is heterozygous at the marker locus we alternately choose the trio of the rank
k 1 child in ERS sampling, and similarly for the family of the rank 1 child. Thereafter,
the original ERS and the one under the weaker version will be referred to as ERSI and
ERSII.
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In the simulation study, the samples of size n for TS and ERS approaches are gen-
erated as follows. In TS approach, the population with the genotypes at the QTL and
marker locus under the HWE is rstly generated. Then, nk trait values are randomly
generated based on the variant distributions of the trait value and are used to estimate
upper and lower quantile u and l. The genotypes of the children are generated ac-
cording to the Law of Mendelian and denote the copies of family trios by (X; gc; gm; g f ),
where X is the trait value of the child, gc, gm and g f are the genotypes of child, mother
and father respectively at the QTL and the marker locus. If X is larger than the upper
quantile u, and at least one of the parents is heterozygous at marker locus, then this
family is selected to be a member of upper sample for TDTU . Similarly, If X is less than
the lower quantile l, and at least one of the parents is heterozygous at marker locus,
then this family is selected to be a member of lower sample for TDTL. If we simultane-
ously consider whether X is greater than the upper quantile u or X is smaller than the
lower quantile l and make the sum of the upper members and the lower members to be
n, then a sample for TDTUL is obtained.
For the ERS approach, a batch of k copies of families is generated and the trait
values X's of children are ordered from smallest to largest: X(1)  X(2)      X(k),
then we observe the genotypes of parents of rank k and rank 1 children, if at least one
of parents is heterozygous at the marker locus in a family, then a member of the upper
sample or of the lower sample is obtained. Repeat this process, until we get a upper
sample for TDTU and a lower sample for TDTL or a sample for TDTUL.
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The frequency of the Q allele and M allele is taken to be 0.02, 0.03 respectively. 
is the linkage disequilibrium coecient, it is determined by normalized disequilibrium
coecient D0 = =[PQ(1 PM)]. To assess type I errors, we simulated data with  = 0:5,
D0 = 0 and d = 0. For each set of parameter values, we generate 1,000 replicates of
samples by ERS and TS approaches to compare the powers of three tests TDTU ,
TDTL and TDTUL under truncation sampling approach (TS) and ERS. The proportion
of rejections of each test with the same approach among the 1000 replicates is counted.
In the case d = 0 , D0 = 0 and  = 0:5, this proportion provides an approximation of the
probability of type I error. In the case d , 0;D0 , 0;  < 0:5, this proportion provides
the approximation of the power of the test. Some simulation results are reported in
Table 3.2 and illustrated by Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
It is noted that for specied d and D0, the power of each TDT decrease with increas-
ing , this is because the bigger the value of  the weaker linkage of QTL and the marker
locus. And meanwhile, with the same settings of parameters, under the same sampling
approach, TDTU is always more powerful than TDTUL and TDTL. This is demonstrated
in Figure 3.2. If the eect of combination fraction  and the genetic eect on quanti-
tative trait remain constant, then with the linkage disequilibrium coecient decreasing
the power of each TDT decreases. In table 3.2, we also found the eect of heritability
on the power of all TDT because the increasing heritability is due to the increase in d
with the xed allele frequency of QTL and xed environment eect, the increases with
the increasing heritability. Furthermore, for the same parameter set, from Figure 3.1 we
found that TDT under truncation sampling approach is always slightly more powerful
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Table 3.2: With the signicant level  = 0:05, power comparison of TDT under TS,
ERSI and ERSII sampling approaches
Parameter Values TDTU TDTUL TDTL
d D'  TS ERSI ERSII TS ERSI ERSII TS ERSI ERSII
0 0 0.5 0.046 0.059 0.053 0.062 0.058 0.055 0.055 0.052 0.055
0.8 0.85 0.01 1.00 0.997 0.972 1.00 0.989 0.949 0.988 0.976 0.958
0.8 0.85 0.05 0.998 0.996 0.934 0.978 0.971 0.901 0.977 0.949 0.901
0.8 0.85 0.09 0.995 0.986 0.900 0.966 0.939 0.859 0.950 0.916 0.841
0.8 0.45 0.05 0.877 0.785 0.545 0.700 0.597 0.448 0.448 0.383 0.358
0.8 0.70 0.05 0.991 0.970 0.859 0.933 0.898 0.792 0.849 0.804 0.723
0.8 0.95 0.05 1.00 0.999 0.969 0.998 0.985 0.967 0.994 0.989 0.971
0.4 0.85 0.05 0.714 0.630 0.489 0.695 0.595 0.451 0.624 0.528 0.446
0.61 0.85 0.05 0.969 0.924 0.794 0.944 0.944 0.767 0.897 0.822 0.747
1.03 0.85 0.05 1.00 1.00 0.993 1.00 1.00 0.982 0.989 0.981 0.981
than the ERS approach.
Although TS approach is slightly powerful than ERSI and ERSII, TS is more dif-
cult to implement in practice, because a pre-screening process is necessary for the
estimation of the cuto quantile if they are not known a priori, which is usually the
case. Generally, the pre-screening is a time-consuming and cost-added process. For
example, Xu et.al (1999) pre-screened 40,000 individuals to estimate the cuto quan-
tiles of blood pressure in their study of mapping genes that regulate blood pressure. In
contrast, ERS method does not need a pre-screening process. The selection is done in
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batches of k individuals and the number k is usually small, this makes ERS more man-
ageable. Thus, in the case when a large pre-screening process is needed, ERS approach
is an alternative because of its convenience of implementation.
In the comparison of power of variant TDTs under the same sampling approaches,
we nd that under the condition that the allele Q has the positive eect on the quantita-
tive trait, i.e., d > 0, TDTu is always most powerful. In the case of disease susceptibility
gene mapping, the samples corresponding to upper and and lower samples are case and
control samples, Deng and Chen (2001) investigate the power of three TDT statistics
analogous to TDTu, TDTl and TDTul, with larger genetic eect or larger prevalence of
disease, or larger frequency of disease allele the TDT which incorporates unaected o-
spring is more likely to be more powerful than original TDT. By our simulation study,
we found that in QTL mapping by TDT with ERS, the genetic eect and frequency
of allele related to the increasing QT value are compounded in heritability so we com-
pare TDTu, TDTl and TDTul under various heritabilities of the quantitative trait. On
the hand, we consider the xed small frequency of QTL alleles, in this case TDTu is
more likely to be more powerful than the others, this is consistent with the conclusion
of Deng and Chen (2001).
In the above simulations, the batch size k of ERS is chosen to be 10. It is apparently
that with the increasing in k, the the tests are more powerful with the xed sample size.
However k can not to be chosen too big. Lander and Botstein (1989) warned that very
extreme trait values might result from other causes rather than genetic eects. They
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suggested that for the truncation approach the upper and the lower percentage should
not be less than 5 percentage. That means the batch size k should not be more than 20.
Figure 3.1: Power comparison of ERSI, ERSII and TS sampling approaches
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Figure 3.2: Power comparison of TDTU , TDTL and TDTUL under the same sampling
approach
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Chapter 4
TDT in Genome-wide Association
Study
With the completion of the Human Genome Project in 2003 and the International HapMap
Project in 2005, together with the rapid improvements in SNP genotyping technology,
nowadays researchers have a set of research tools available that make it possible to nd
genetic variants to common diseases. We have been concerned with linkage analysis by
TDT on a single locus. This single-locus TDT has been applied to genome-wide studies
by using Bonferroni adjustment. In this chapter, we provide a new approach to extend
the application of the TDT to genome-wide association studies by using logistic models
and some selection criteria. By simulation studies, we compare our approach with the
traditional Bonferroni-type procedures.
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4.1 FDR-controlling procedure
When the TDT was introduced by Spielman et al (1993), the intended use was as a test
for linkage with a particular marker which is very near a candidate gene in the case
that the disease association has already been found. However, even if prior evidence
for association is absent, the TDT is still valid to test the linkage between markers and
disease susceptibility genes by linkage disequilibrium study. For the case of multilocus,
Spielman et al (1993) suggested a standard Bonferroni correction for multiple indepen-
dent tests, this procedure is used to control type I error. With the developing of SNP
genotyping technology, people can locate a large amount of SNP markers throughout
the genome. If the number of comparison is very large, the standard Bonferroni correc-
tion approach is very conservative because of the large critical value used. Benjamini
et. al. (1995) developed a less conservative approach, namely, false discovery rate
controlling procedure (FDRC). In this section, we introduce Bonferroni approach and
FDRC method.
Suppose we conduct k (k is usually large) dependent or independent statistical tests
which are being performed simultaneously on a set of data with signicant level  =
0:05, then there will be 1 out of every 20 hypothesis-tests appearing to be signicant
merely due to chance. In order to avoid spurious false positives, Bonferroni adjusted
values are used in multiple tests. The Bonferroni adjustment sets the critical value for
each individual test at level =k in order to control the overall false positive rate at level
.
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As Spielman et. al. (1996) pointed out, the Bonferroni correction procedure is quite
conservative, especially when the number of markers is large (it is always the case for
genome-wide studies), the signicant level will be very extreme, so, it is likely that very
few of the hypotheses would be rejected. This results in a great loss in power. Instead,
an alternative approach based on false-discovery-rate (FDR) called false discovery rate
controlling procedure was developed by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). Instead of
controlling the overall type I error, the FDR controlling procedure attempts to control
the proportion of falsely rejected null hypotheses among all rejected null hypothesis.
Suppose that we have conducted k tests H1;H2; : : : ;Hk with the corresponding p-values
p1; p2; : : : ; pk. The p-values are ordered as p(1)  p(2)      p(k) and the null hypothe-







then all H(i); i = 1; 2; : : : ; s, will be rejected. In Benjamini et. al. (1995), the above
procedure was proved to be able to control the FDR at .
Table 4.1: Alleles transmission in case group (size is N1) and control group (size is N2)
at p SNP marker loci
No. of alleles transmitted
1    j    p
Case (n1M; n
1
m)    (n jM; n jm)    (npM; npm)
Control (u1M; u
1
m)    (u jM; u jm)    (upM; upm)
Subtotal (t1M; t
1
m)    (t jM; t jm)    (tpM; tpm)
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In this chapter, suppose that we have genotypes of case-parent trios and control-
parent trios at a large number of biallelic SNP markers spread throughout the genome
where only one aected or unaected child from each family is employed. At each
marker locus, assume two alleles are M and m, the data of allele transmission is sum-
marized in Table (4.1). At jth maker locus, under the null hypothesis of no linkage or
no linkage disequilibrium, we consider three types of TDT statistics described in the
following.
(1) TDT1, it is applied to case-parent trios only, the statistic
2TDT1 =
(n jM   n jm)2




approximately follows a 2 distribution with degree freedom 1.
(2) TDT2, it is applied to control-parent trios only, the statistic is
2TDT2 =
(u jM   u jm)2




and approximately follows a 2 distribution with degree freedom 1.












TDT3 approximately follows a 2 distribution with degree freedom 1. The power of
these TDTs were compared in detail by Deng et. al. (2001).
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In genome-wide association study, we might have thousands or tens of thousands
potential makers available. But the sample size is relatively small (only tens or hundreds
of subjects) i.e., p is much larger than sample size n and only a small number of them
associate with the disease, thus we should conduct a large number of tests so we use
FDRC procedure to control false-positive results. With one of the above TDT statistics,
we rstly calculate p-value for each of the markers loci, then under a critical level
(usually 0.05) we apply FDRC procedure to test the null hypothesis that no linkage
or linkage disequilibrium between a marker locus and the disease susceptibility locus,
the markers at which we reject the null hypothesis are considered to be linked with
the disease susceptibility locus. Thereafter, we use FDRC-TDT1, FDRC-TDT2 and
FDRC-TDT3 to denote these methods respectively.
4.2 Genome-wide TDT procedure using logistic model
and feature selection techniques
At each marker locus, by genetics, it is known that there are four situations of trans-
mission of alleles from parents to the child: (i) MM parent transmits M to child, (ii)
mm parent transmits m to child, (iii) Mm parent transmits M to child, and (iv) Mm
parent transmits m to child. Based on the genotypes of the parents and child, we can
obtain the information of transmission of each allele from parents to osprings. In the
absence of segregation distortion, in nuclear families with aected ospring and with
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at least one parent heterozygous for a marker, individual alleles should be transmitted
from heterozygous parents to aected child with equal probabilities unless the maker
locus is linked to and in linkage disequilibrium with a disease susceptibility locus or is
a disease susceptibility locus itself. Thus, we can model the probability of having the
disease for a child by logistic regression model with the numbers of M allele transmitted
from parents to the child on each locus as the covariates. For the quantitative trait value,
we will again apply the ERS approach to obtain the upper and lower samples analogous
to case and control samples.
4.2.1 Introduction to logistic model for TDT
Let (yi; xi); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, be n independent observations from n child-parent trios,
where yi takes value 1 if the child of i-th family has the disease, or 0 otherwise and let
y = (y1; : : : ; yn), xi 2 Rp contains the alleles transmission counts of the parents of i-th
family at p SNP marker loci, generally, p is much larger than n, xi j denote the allele
transmission count of marker j and is dened as follows.
Let M and m denotes the allele names of j-th marker locus, we dene
x f =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0 if the father is MM
0 if the father is mm
1 if the father is Mm and transmits M to the child
 1 if the father is Mm and transmits m to the child:




0 if the mother is MM
0 if the mother is mm
1 if the mother is Mm and transmits M to the child
 1 if the mother is Mm and transmits m to the child:
for father and mother, respectively. We will consider the total allele transmission counts
of the father and the mother in our model, that is xi j = x f + xm.
We consider the linear combination of the elements of xi,
x
0




where  = (1;    ; p) denotes the coecient vector. Assume Prob(yi = 1jxi) = i, by
















i)   log[1 + exp(x0i)]
o
: (4.5)
We consider the logistic model to locate the disease susceptibility locus by allele trans-
mission information because of an important property of the logistic model which is
not shared by other link functions. This property is that no matter the data are collected
prospectively or retrospectively, the logistic model can be used to make inference on the
relationship between the response variable and the covariates. Our sampling scheme
for dichotomous trait or for QTL mapping is in fact retrospective, that is, the individual
families are sampled according to the disease status or the quantitative trait value of
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the children, the cause (the transmission events) is retrospectively traced. In this sam-
pling scheme, the response is not random, what are random are the transmission events.
The logistic model specied in (4.4) and in (4.5) is formulated in the form of prospec-
tive sampling, i.e, the families are sampled according to the transmission events, and
then followed for the disease status of the children. For the proof of the validness of
the logistic model for both prospective and retrospective studies, we refer the reader to
McCullagh and Nelder (1998).
4.2.2 LASSO and glmpath





In genome-wide association study, the number of potential variables is much larger than
the number of observations, i.e., p is much larger than n and only several of them may
associate with the disease, that means most of s should be estimated as 0. Tibshirani








 j  t; (4.6)
where t  0 is a tuning parameter. This is a penalized likelihood problem as an exten-
sion of the LASSO. If t is greater than or equal to the l1 norm of the ordinary maximum
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likelihood estimator, then that estimator is unchanged by the LASSO. For smaller t,
the LASSO shrinks the estimator towards the origin, i.e, to set some of s equal to
zero. Since there are only a small number of s corresponding to relevant loci will have
non-zero values, we need to solve the sparse optimal solutions of (4.6). The loci with
non-zero s are considered to be linked and in linkage disequilibrium with disease sus-
ceptibility loci. By the optimality conditions, it can be shown that the above constrained
logistic regression is equivalent to the following unconstrained optimization problem:
min





where  > 0. It is a logistic regression with L1 penalization. There are some exist-
ing path-following approaches to estimate coecient  of this problem. For example,
Osborne et al (2000) introduce an ecient algorithm by considering the primal and
dual problem; Efron et al (2004) suggested an ecient algorithm to determine the exact
piecewise linear coecient paths for LASSO. The algorithm LARS can also be used to
solve this problem. Another method is Support vector machine path algorithm devel-
oped by Hastie et al (2004). In particular, we introduce L1 regularization path algorithm
namely glmpath algorithm (Park and Hastie 2006) in the following and apply it in the
simulation studies.
Glmpath algorithm is a path-following procedure. Starting from  = 1, at each of
particular values of , the algorithm computes the coecient exactly, the accuracy of
the path is controlled by the variant of s. Since f (; ) is a convex function of , there
exists a () that attains the unique minimum value for each  > 0. And, such ()











where  = (1;    ; n) and i =
exp x0i
1 + exp x0i
; i = 1;    ; n:
By optimality conditions, we know that the intercept is the only nonzero coecient
when  > max j2f1;:::;pg jx0(y   y¯1)j, and 0 = log( y¯1   y¯): As  decreases, we have more
and more nonzero coecients, the index set of nonzero coecients is named active set.
At the beginning, variable j0 = argmax j jx0(y   y¯1)j join the active set.
In glmpath algorithm, the step length in , k = k   k 1, was chosen to be the
smallest number that will change the active set of variables. In k-th step, with the
decrease in , the linear approximation of the corresponding change in  can be obtained
by the rst order expansion of () at k:
k+10 = 






, for the current active set, ((); ) is zero for all . By dierenti-













  X0A(Y   )XA  = 0;




from the above equation. The above procedure is called predictor step.
The subsequent step is corrector step. After we obtain k+10 in predictor step, 
k+1
0
will be used as initial value for nding the exact solution  to (4.7). There are many ex-
isting algorithm to solve this dierentiable convex optimization with linear constraints,
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e.g Newton method and interior-point method. Since the previous predictor step has
provided a warm start, that means k+10 is usually close to the exact solution 
k+1, the
cost of solving for exact solution is relatively very low.
Thus glmpath algorithm alternates between predictor step and corrector step. After
each corrector step, the glmpath algorithm has a procedure to check if the active set A
should have been augmented. This procedure is proposed by Rosset et al (2003). For
any j 2 Ac if  < x0j(y   ), then A is augmented to A [ f jg for the next corrector
step. Such procedure is repeated until the active set cannot be augmented further. Then
the variables with zero coecients are removed from the active set.
The glmpath algorithm is suitable for data consisting of much more candidate fea-
tures than the sample size, because it successfully selects up to n variables regardless of
the number of input features.
4.2.3 Genome-wide mapping procedure
For feature selection, we rstly use glmpath algorithm to obtain the rough sets of coe-
cient paths. Since the number of non-zero coecients estimated by glmpath algorithm
depends on the sample size, it tends to select too many spurious features overwhelming
the causal features. To make the nal feature selection, we further apply some criterion
of model selection for better selection. Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is a clas-
sical dimension-consistent criterion. As pointed by Chen and Chen, BIC is too liberal
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in the sense that too many spurious features will be selected when the dimension of the
feature space is extremely high, it is the case in genome-wide association study. Chen
and Chen (2007) recently developed EBIC particularly for feature selction with high di-
mension feature space. Let S denote the subset of integers from 1 to p, X(S) denote the
design matrix with column indices in S and (S) denote the corresponding components
of . The EBIC of a model with design matrix X(S) is dened as
EBIC(S) =  2l(y; (S)) + v(S)lnn + 2ln[(S)]; (4.9)
where (S) is the maximum likelihood estimate of (S), v(S) is the cardinality of S,
(S) is the total number of models which can be formed by v(S) features from the
original feature space of dimension p, and  is a constant between 0 and 1 which is to
be determined by the user. The traditional BIC is a special case of EBIC with  = 0.
Thus, for disease gene mapping or QTL mapping, we develop a generalized TDT
procedure that uses the penalized logistic model and EBIC. The penalized logistic
model is applied to order models and EBIC is then used to make the nal selection.
The detailed steps of the algorithm is described in 2 phases:
Phase I: Screening using glmpath.
In this phase, we assume logistic model (4.5) containing all alleles transmission
counts of p markers. Then the penalized likelihood (4.6) is solved by glmpath algo-
rithm. Denote the sequence of active set of each step as S 1;    ; S n.
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Phase II: Selection using EBIC.
For markers in each S i, EBIC are computed and the set of markers in the model
with the smallest values of EBIC are eventually selected.
To calculate EBIC in phase II and BIC for comparison, we use an iterative Newton-
Raphson algorithm to solve the ordinary maximum likelihood estimates of (4.5) based
on each of active sets obtained in phase I. However, as we have known that the existence,
niteness, and uniqueness of maximum likelihood estimates of (4.5) depend on the
patterns of observed data points. The likelihood equation for a logistic regression model
does not always have a nite solution. Sometimes we may have an innite solution.
This is probably resulted by the low rank of the design matrix or the separation of
the data. For the response and the vector of explanatory variables of the ith subject
(yi; xi); i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, there are three types of data congurations: complete separation,
quasi-complete separation, and overlap. They are dened as follows.
If there is a vector b that correctly allocates all observations to their appropriate
response group, i.e 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
b0xi > 0 for yi = 1
b0xi < 0 for yi = 0:
i = 1; 2; : : : ; n
then there is a complete separation of data points.
If there is a b such that8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
b0xi  0 for yi = 1
b0xi  0 for yi = 0;
i = 1; 2; : : : ; n
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the data is quasi-complete separation. When there is no separation (complete or quasi-
complete) found in the data conguration, the data is overlap. In overlap data cong-
uration the maximum likelihood estimates exist and are unique. But the complete or
quasi-complete separation of the data may cause the maximum likelihood estimate of
some s to be innity. Therefore, to reduce the bias in simulation studies, we apply
a method of bias reduction approach in estimates of generalized linear model which
was developed by Firth (1993). In logistic regression (4.4) and log likelihood (4.5), let
X = (x1;    ; xn) be the design matrix, then the score with respect to  is U = @l(y; )
@




(yi   i)xki; k = 1;    ; p:
Denote matrix
W = diagfi(1   i)g;
then Fisher information matrix for  is
I() = XTWX:
Firth's method is indeed a penalized likelihood method, instead of maximizing the like-
lihood (4.5), it maximizes
l(y; )   1
2
ln jI()j:
The maximizing can be realized by adjusting yi to yi + hi=2, where hi is the ith diagonal
element of the 'hat' matrix
H = W1=2XI 1()XTW1=2:
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)   (1 + hi)i]xki = 0; k = 1;    ; p:
4.2.4 Genome-wide TDT for QTL mapping
Analogous to TDT for QTL mapping at a single locus, we also apply ERS procedure to
extend TDT to QTL mapping in genome-wide study. The ERS approach is as follows.
For a specied integer k, each time k children from k families with parents available are
chosen at random from the population. Only trait values of children are measured and
ordered from the smallest to the largest. Then the family with child of rank 1 is selected
as a member of upper group and the family with child of rank k is selected as a member
of lower group. The genotypes of children and parents in the sample will be obtained
to get the information of alleles transmission at each of the markers. The data can be
summarized in Table 4.2. The upper and lower group are analogous to case and control
group. Hence TDT1, TDT2 and TDT3 can be employed for QTL mapping. By ERS
approach, we have dichotomized the quantitative trait so that the same logic as that for
dichotomous diseases applies. Therefore the logistic model (4.4) developed for disease
gene mapping can be used for QTL mapping.
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Table 4.2: Alleles transmission in upper group and lower group at p SNP marker loci
No. of alleles transmitted
1    j    p
Upper (n1M; n
1
m)    (n jM; n jm)    (npM; npm)
Lower (u1M; u
1
m)    (u jM; u jm)    (upM; upm)
Subtotal (t1M; t
1
m)    (t jM; t jm)    (tpM; tpm)
4.3 Numerical studies
4.3.1 Simulation setting and details for data generation
By simulation studies, we compare our generalized TDT procedure for gene mapping
with classical Bonferroni-type multiple comparison approach by comparing the posi-
tive selection rate (PSR) and the false discovery rate (FDR) of each approach. Both
EBIC and BIC are calculated to compare their performance in genome-wide feature se-
lection. To make the simulation data close to reality, we use a real set of SNP markers
of human being consists of 2155 markers which are distributed on 23 human chromo-
somes. According to the locations of the markers on a chromosome. We rst calculate
the genetic distance between any two marker loci. The genetic distance is measured
by Morgan(M) or CentiMorgan(cM). The recombination fraction  between any two
adjacent marker loci on a same chromosome can be calculated by Haldane's map func-
tion:  = 12 (1   e 2d), where d is the genetic distance between two markers in units of
Morgan.
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Among these 2155 marker loci, we randomly choose 1 of 5 of them to be causal
genes and assume a frequency of causal allele f = f1 or f = ( f1; f2; f3; f4; f5). Except
these underlying loci, the frequencies of alleles of all other loci are assumed to be
equally likely. The sample size is taken as n = 400. The haplotypes of 400 fathers
and 400 mothers on 2155 loci are generated randomly according to allele frequency
of each of loci. The genotypes of the osprings are obtained by principles of human
genetics.The PSR and FDR are averaged over 100 replicates of simulation. The results
for disease gene mapping and for QTL mapping are depicted respectively.
To ease notation, in this subsection, we denote J the number of disease loci under
consideration, namely, J = 1 or J = 5. In case-control study, according to the genotype
of the child i at the disease-causing loci, the disease status of the child is determined by






i = 0 +
JX
j=1
 jgi j; ; (4.10)
with gi j = 0; 1; 2 corresponding to the genotype of jth causal locus being mm, Mm,
MM, respectively j = 1; : : : ; J. The response yi is either 1 (aected) or 0 (unaected)
with the probability i and 1   i.
For each simulated data set, the three TDT tests TDT1, TDT2 and TDT3 based on
case group only, case and control group and control group only are conducted on each
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of marker loci. Markers with highest signicant eects are selected with false discovery
rate controlling (FDRC) procedure with the critical level 0.05.
In the simulation of QTL mapping study, we assume that eects of the QTL alleles
are additive. The quantitative trait value of the ospring is generated according to X =
g + , where g represents the expected genotypic values determined by the genotype of
causal loci and  is a random variable with the standard normal distribution. The batch
size in ERS, k, is taken to be 10 and 20. Each replicate of ERS samples is generated as
follows. First, 10 or 20 copies of families with one child and two parents are generated
independently. The quantitative trait value X of the child and the genotypes of all family
members are known. Then, the families are ranked with respect to X, after that, the
family with smallest rank is put into the lower sample which is similar to the control
group and the family with the largest rank is put into the upper sample which is similar
to the case group in dichotomous case-control study.
For the families in upper and lower samples, we can calculate the alleles transmis-
sion counts at all of the marker loci from the genotypes of parents and child. Then
the TDT1, TDT2 and TDT3 are conducted on upper and lower sample at each marker
locus and the respective p-value is obtained. This procedure is then followed by FDRC
approach. The locus which is judged signicant by FDRC procedure are selected. On
the other hand, the logistic model (4.5) is assumed with 2155 covariates by treating the
upper and lower samples as case and control samples. That means the response is as-
sumed 1 for families in the upper sample and 0 for families in the lower sample. Then
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we apply generalized TDT cum EBIC introduced in last section to select markers which
have genetic eect on the quantitative trait. BIC is also calculated for comparison. In
calculation of EBIC and BIC, the corresponding maximum likelihood estimations are
obtained by the approach developed by Firth (1993). Then the set of markers which
give the lowest EBIC or BIC are selected and considered to regulate the quantitative
trait or have linkage disequilibrium with QTL.
4.3.2 Simulation results for case-control study
The logistic model (4.4) is assumed with 2155 covariates. Then glmpath algorithm
is applied to get the ordered sets of feature, with each of these sets of features, the
ordinary un-penalized likelihood (4.5) is maximized and BIC and EBIC are calculated
respectively. This procedure is denoted by LOGIT-BIC and LOGIT-EBIC. The results
under dierent settings are given in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. In these tables, the cases
(i)(vi) represent dierent parameter settings for  in (4.10)and causal allele frequency
f . These values of  and f are given as follows:
From Table 4.3, it can be seen that PSR and FDR of TDT1, TDT2 and TDT3 with
false discovery rate controlling approach varies with dierent causal allele frequencies.
For the very common disease that means causal alleles have relatively large frequencies
and penetrance (big value of ), e.g, case ii in the table, TDT3 has the best performance
( PSR is 0.748 which is comparable to PSR of TDT2 with smallest FDR 0.051) whereas
TDT1 has very small PSR (0.012) and very big FDR (0.667). It is a rare case from
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Case i  = ( 6; 1:8; 1:5; 1:3; 1:1; 0:9) and f = (0:3; 0:32; 0:35; 0:38; 0:42),
Case ii  = ( 6; 2:8; 2:5; 2:3; 2:1; 1:9) and f = (0:3; 0:32; 0:35; 0:38; 0:4),
Case iii  = ( 6; 2:8; 2:5; 2:3; 2:1; 1:9) and f = (0:2; 0:22; 0:25; 0:28; 0:3),
Case iv  = ( 6; 2:8; 2:5; 2:3; 2:1; 1:9) and f = (0:1; 0:12; 0:15; 0:18; 0:2),
Case v  = ( 6; 2:8; 2:5; 2:3; 2:1; 1:9) and f = (0:04; 0:05; 0:055; 0:06; 0:07).
Case vi  = ( 6; 1:7) and f = 0:35.
the evolution genetics point of view unless allelic drift is strong in small populations
or strong interaction between genotype and environment exists. These three TDTs are
all sensitive to the change of allele frequency or penetrance. In case i, with the same
allele frequencies as case ii, we change penetrance of the alleles to be smaller, a big
dierence is found in the result that TDT1 and TDT2 have better PSR (0.456 and 0.452)
than TDT3 (0.006). With the xed penetrance, each causal allele frequency varies from
bigger to smaller, we found that TDT1 can give us the better and better selection; in
contrast with TDT1, TDT2 performs worse and worse, even TDT3 doesn't work at all
nally (e.g case iv and case v).
From Table 4.4, it is veried that BIC tend to select too many spurious variables
compared with EBIC, this is indicated by the very high PSR and very high FDR as
well. Thus, it is shown that BIC is not suitable for feature space of high dimension. In
contrast with TDTs cum FDRC procedure, our generalized TDT cum EBIC is not so
sensitive to the allele frequency and penetrance as TDTs cum FDRC does, especially to
allele frequency which is usually unknown in practice. This superiority is illustrated in
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case ii  v, with the same penetrance, our TDT cum EBIC have almost stable PSR and
FDR with various allele frequencies whereas TDTs cum FDRC have big uctuation. In
particular, by EBIC with  = 1 we can always obtain very low FDR.
Table 4.3: PSR and FDR of various TDTs with FDRC for disease gene mapping
PSR FDR
Cases TDT1-FDRC TDT2-FDRC TDT3-FDRC TDT1-FDRC TDT2-FDRC TDT3-FDRC
i 0.456 0.452 0.006 0.054 0.051 0.667
ii 0.012 0.79 0.748 0.455 0.057 0.041
iii 0.228 0.704 0.122 0.088 0.054 0.141
iv 0.848 0.634 0 0.058 0.068 1
v 0.99 0.464 0 0.037 0.076 1
vi 1 1 0 0.083 0.057 1
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Table 4.4: PSR and FDR of logistic regression cum BIC and EBIC for disease gene
mapping
PSR FDR
Cases BIC EBIC( = 0:5) EBIC( = 1) BIC EBIC( = 0:5) EBIC( = 1)
i 0.88 0.638 0.388 0.805 0.229 0.035
ii 0.982 0.866 0.644 0.783 0.198 0.009
iii 0.984 0.9 0.676 0.791 0.174 0.023
iv 0.992 0.89 0.692 0.776 0.155 0.019
v 0.992 0.8 0.604 0.772 0.128 0
vi 1 0.96 1 0.953 0.178 0.038
4.3.3 Simulation results for QTL mapping
From Table 4.5 and Table (4.6), we can see that the feature selection approaches original
for case-control study can perform very well by dichotomizing the quantitative trait
with ERS procedure. The simulation results are obtained under dierent heritability
of the quantitative trait since the allele frequencies and allele eect are compounded
in heritability. We performe extensive investigations in the parameter space where the
heritability varies from 0.05 around to 0.5 around, and  = 0:5; 1 in EBIC. It is noted in
Table 4.5 and Table (4.6) that, for the increasing heritability, every approach has better
performance. However, compared with other methods, BIC always has highest PSR but
severely high FDR, this is a crucial deciency in practice. Therefore, BIC is more likely
not suitable for variable selection in high dimension space, since it tends to select too
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many spurious variables. It is worth to see that with comparable PSR our generalized
TDT cum EBIC always gives lowest FDR when we take  = 1. We have found that in
disease susceptibility locus mapping, TDT2 is better than TDT1 and TDT3 for common
disease, but for rare disease TDT1 preforms best. In contrast, in QTL mapping with
ERS, TDT2 is almost better than TDT1 and TDT3 for various heritabilities in the sense
that it has higher PSR and comparable FDR. This is because we assumed relatively
larger frequencies of SNP maker alleles in QTL mapping. These simulation data is
generated with the ERS batch size k being 10 and 20. It is expected that all the methods
can perform better with the batch sizes k = 20 than k = 10. The results in Table
4.7 and Table 4.8 veried this fact. However, in their QTL mapping studies, Lander
and Botstein (1989) warned that very extreme trait values might have causes other than
genetic eects. They suggested that for the truncation approach the upper and the lower
percentage should not be less than 5%. That means the batch size k should not be more
than 20.
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Table 4.5: PSR and FDR of various TDTs with FDRC for QTL mapping (ERS batch
size k = 10)
PSR FDR
h TDT1-FDRC TDT2-FDRC TDT3-FDRC TDT1-FDRC TDT2-FDRC TDT3-FDRC
0.056 0 0.034 0.004 1 0.15 0.6
0.168 0.148 0.4 0.148 0.109 0.104 0.149
0.308 0.422 0.884 0.384 0.079 0.062 0.06
0.462 0.736 0.982 0.77 0.062 0.063 0.075
0.570 0.892 0.998 0.896 0.090 0.035 0.063
Table 4.6: PSR and FDR of generalized TDT cum BIC and EBIC for QTL mapping
(ERS batch size k = 10)
PSR FDR
h BIC EBIC( = 0:5) EBIC( = 1) BIC EBIC( = 0:5) EBIC( = 1)
0.056 0.354 0.109 0.097 0.919 0.667 0.586
0.168 0.7 0.484 0.332 0.852 0.277 0.067
0.308 0.98 0.896 0.714 0.790 0.177 0.013
0.462 0.998 0.98 0.92 0.74 0.162 0.025
0.570 0.998 0.996 0.974 0.756 0.156 0.024
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Table 4.7: PSR and FDR of various TDTs with FDRC for QTL mapping (ERS batch
size k = 20)
PSR FDR
h TDT1-FDRC TDT2-FDRC TDT3-FDRC TDT1-FDRC TDT2-FDRC TDT3-FDRC
0.056 0.046 0.168 0.028 0.258 0.116 0.44
0.168 0.274 0.534 0.258 0.127 0.076 0.092
0.308 0.73 0.986 0.674 0.069 0.060 0.051
0.462 0.926 1 0.944 0.080 0.042 0.050
0.570 0.99 1 0.994 0.063 0.060 0.054
Table 4.8: PSR and FDR of generalized TDT cum BIC and EBIC for QTL mapping
(ERS batch size k = 20)
PSR FDR
h BIC EBIC( = 0:5) EBIC( = 1) BIC EBIC( = 0:5) EBIC( = 1)
0.056 0.528 0.258 0.18 0.890 0.466 0.25
0.168 0.804 0.582 0.416 0.818 0.261 0.041
0.308 0.998 0.968 0.938 0.770 0.175 0.025
0.462 1 0.996 0.95 0.733 0.124 0.010
0.570 1 1 0.99 0.70 0.155 0.018
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4.4 A new algorithm for logistic model with grouped
variables
4.4.1 Penalized logistic model with grouped covariates
In the above sections, TDT is generalized to genome-wide association study by using a
logistic model with the covariates being the sum of parents' allele transmission counts.
The two parents of a family are independent, so the transmission counts of them can
be used in the regression model separately. In this section, we reconsider the feature
selection problem by using these separate transmission counts and consider a group
LASSO algorithm.
Consider jth SNP marker locus with two alleles, namely M and m. For a parent-
child trio, let x f j and xmj denote the value of allele transmission count at this marker
locus for father and mother respectively. They are dened as follows:
x f j =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0 if the father is MM
0 if the father is mm
1 if the father is Mm and transmits M to the child
 1 if the father is Mm and transmits m to the child:




0 if the mother is MM
0 if the mother is mm
1 if the mother is Mm and transmits M to the child
 1 if the mother is Mm and transmits m to the child:
Then the j-th factor X j is X j = (x f j; xmj). Assume that
Prob(yijXi1; : : : ; XiJ) = yii (1   i)1 yi ;
and yi = 1 or  1 means the child is aected or not aected. Given the data of parent-





















Using the idea of group LASSO, the relevant marker loci can be selected by solving












1CCCCCCA +  JX
j=1
jj jjj;  > 0; (4.12)
where k jk =
q
2f j + 
2
mj. Since k jk is a convex function on R2 for each j = 1; : : : ; J,
so it follows that 
PJ
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is also a convex function in . Thus, the objective function l() in problem (4.12) is
convex on R1+2J.
Hence, by the theory of nonlinear programming (NLP), the optimality conditions
for minimizing l() over R1+2J are necessary and sucient conditions. So, we can
derive the rst order optimality conditions for the unconstrained convex problem (4.12).
Note that l() is dierentiable with respect to 0 and is dierentiable in  j if jj jjj ,
0, j = 1; 2; : : : ; J, and l() is nondierentiable in  j at the points where jj jjj = 0,
j = 1; 2; : : : ; J: For the latter case, the notion of subdierential will be introduced for
characterizing the optimality conditions for this convex problem.
Now, suppose that  = (0; 

1; : : : ; 

J)
0 2 R1+2J with j = (f j; mj)0 is an optimal













(iii) For j 2 f1; 2 : : : ; Jg; if jjj jj = 0; then




where r j l() denotes the gradients of l with respect to the subvector  j. Similarly,
@ j l() denotes the subdierential of l with respect to  j. Recall that the notion of
subdierential, @H(x), at x of a convex real valued function H : Rn ! R is dened as
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follows.
@H(x) := fw 2 Rn j H(z)  H(x) + hw; z   xi; for all z 2 Rng:
Note that @H : Rn ! Rn is a set-valued mapping and @H(x) is a nonempty convex set for
any x 2 Rn. In particular, @H(x) is reduced to a singleton frH(x)g if H is dierentiable
at x. For instance, consider the absolute value function f : R ! R, dened by f (x) = jxj.
Clearly, f (x) is a convex function on R and is dierentiable everywhere except at the
origin. In this case, by denition, @ f (x) = f1g if x > 0, @ f (x) = f 1g if x < 0, and the
subdierential of f at the origin is a closed interval, i.e.,
@ f (0) = [ 1; 1]:
To ease the notation, we dene















yiXi j; j = 1; 2; : : : ; J:
Then, the optimality conditions (4.12) can be rewritten as follows:
 0 = 0; if j = 0;
  j     jjj jjj = 0; if j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Jg and k jk , 0;
jj  jjj  ; if j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Jg and jj jjj = 0:
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Dene viol j, j = 1; 0; 1; : : : ; J, by
viol j :=
8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:
j 0j if j = 0  j     jjj j jj if j > 0 with jj jjj , 0
maxf0; jj  jjj   g if j > 0 with jj jjj = 0:
(4.14)
Then the optimality conditions of (4.12) can be further written as
viol j = 0; for any j:
Thus, to derive the optimal solution of (4.12), we only need to nd the solution of
the system of the above equalities. Unfortunately, an obstacle for solving this system is
that in practice it is hard or even impossible to achieve the exact optimality conditions
in nite time. To overcome this, we turn to relax the above optimality conditions to
a system of inequalities by introducing a tolerance , which is a very small positive
number. That is,
viol j  ; for any j:
Then, the algorithm will stop when the above system of inequalities holds for a desig-
nated tolerance  > 0. Note that the obtained solution is called -optimal to the original
problem (4.12) in NLP.
4.4.2 An algorithm for variable selection
According to the optimality conditions derived in last section, we provide an algorithm
for solving the optimization problem (4.12) eciently. This algorithm is analogous to
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the algorithm proposed by Shevade and Keerth (2003). We obtain the sparse group
solution by a two-loop approach. For a given , the index set I = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; Jg can be
divided into two subsets of indices according to whether the subvector  j is zero or not:
I = I0 [ I1
I0 = f j : jj jjj = 0; j > 0g
I1 = f0g [ f j : jj jjj , 0; j > 0g:
For a xed value of , all s are set to be zero initially. We summarize the algorithm as
follows:
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 Phase I:
Calculate viol j for current  and choose the maximum violator, m, in I0, i.e.,
m = argmax
j
fviol j j j 2 I0g:
Let I1 = fmg [ I1, go to phase II.
 Phase II:
Solve the optimization subproblemmin l() with respect to I1 , go back to Phase I.
For a sucient large  > 0, from the denition of  , we can see that the intercept 0
is the only nonzero coecient. As  decreased, there are some violators in viol j = 0,
j = 1; : : : ; J, for the current solution. The variable with the index m = argmax j viol j is
selected and the coecient m is estimated by solving the optimization problem (4.12)
with respect to I1 .
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and further research
5.1 Conclusion
TDT is a powerful method of LD mapping, it is applied to map qualitative trait locus
rst. Many researchers have extend it to QTL mapping, for example t-test with random
sampling requiring exactly one heterozygous and one homozygous parent, and 2 test
with truncation sampling. The truncation sampling needs a pre-screening process to
estimate the cuto quantiles if we don't know them a priori, this pre-screening process
can be very time-consuming and incur a nonnegligible cost and unnecessary errors. In
the pre-screening process some individuals may be lost to follow-up and so forth. In this
thesis, we provide an alternative ERS approach to extend TDT to QTL mapping. With
the comparable power, the TDT with ERS have the advantage of easy implementation.
It does not require a pre-screening process. The selection is done in batches of a small
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number of k individuals and is well within the manageable range. In the simulation
study, we compared the power of various TDT statistics under dierent sampling ap-
proaches. We conclude that although TDT with truncation sampling scheme is slightly
more powerful than TDT with ERS approach, it is more dicult to implement in certain
situations than is the TDT with ERS approach for QTL mapping because truncation
scheme requires a process of presceening which is usually not simple in practice. A
large amount of individuals are required for estimating the cuto quantiles of a random
variable. Generally, it is not simple to keep the records of the individuals involved in
the prescreening process and to recall them for genotyping usually after a long period.
Spielman et al.(1993) suggested that we should consider TDT incorporating unaected
ospring when we have concern of segregation distortion. Deng and Chen (2001) com-
pare the power of original TDT and the TDT with unaected osprings involved, they
found that with larger genetic eect or lager prevalence of disease, or larger frequency
of disease allele, the TDT with case-control group is more powerful than others. Con-
sistent with this conclusion, we found that with the increasing heritability of the QTL,
the power of our TDTu, TDTl and TDTul with ERS all have increasing power, and
under the small frequency of increasing allele, TDTu is slight more powerful than the
other two.
Genome-wide association study is a hot area. Hence not only we extended TDT
to QTL mapping by ERS sampling approach in single locus, also we extend TDT to
genom-wide disease susceptibility gene mapping and QTL mapping. In this thesis,
TDT is, in the rst time, applied in genome-wide association study by our general-
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ized TDT cum EBIC to search the disease susceptibility gene and QTL mapping. In
our approach, we construct a logistic model with allele transmission values of parents
in the family-trios being covariates, since the number of SNP markers is usually quite
large, the classic method of estimation is not suitable. Thus, in our thesis we provided a
two-step algorithm to obtain the sparse solution of this model in high dimension space.
In the gene mapping point of view, a sparse solution corresponds to the genetic loci
on chromosome. In our approach, the rst step is the rough selection in which glm-
path algorithm (Park and Hastie, 2006)is carried out to nd the solution path of the
logistic model. After that, we obtain the ordered sets of locus which may regulate the
quantitative trait or relate to the disease. In the subsequent rening step, a new vari-
able selection criterion EBIC is applied for further selection. Our approach has the
following advantages: (i) It is robust to the frequencies of causal alleles. In the sim-
ulation study for disease susceptibility gene mapping, we compare our approach with
classic multiple-comparison approach in which TDT is performed at each of locus then
the false discovery rate controlling (FDRC) procedure is applied. We found that the
performance of FDRC can be very uctuant with various causal allele frequencies, in
contrast our penalized logistic model cum EBIC approach is very robust to common
disease and rare disease, this is meaningful in practice since the allele frequency is usu-
ally unknown. (ii) With the various choices of , it can provide lower FDR compared
with FDRC. In the simulation study, we nd that although BIC with the same penalized
logistic model provide very high PSR, the FDR of it is also too large to be acceptable.
On the contrast, EBIC almost always has quite lower FDR but with comparable PSR.
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(iii) It is easy to take into account the interaction of genetic and environmental eect.
As we have known that there may exist strong interaction of gene and environment in
human being or in animals, for example Valdar et.al (2006) showed that environmental
and physiological covariates are involved in an unexpectedly large number of signi-
cant interactions with genetic background in their study of gene function using mouse
model. Kraft et al. (2007) exploit the genetic and environmental interactions in their
gene association study. In our logistic model, we can consider the interaction between
genetic and environmental eects by adding an additional factor. (iv) This last advan-
tage comes from the logistic function itself. That is the dierences on the logistic scale
can be estimated regardless of whether the data are sampled prospectively or retrospec-
tively. In other words, although our sampling scheme is retrospective i.e the subjects
involved in the study are often hospital records collected over a period of long time, the
logistic model for prospective study still can be applied.
In QTL mapping in genome-wide study, we veried again that ERS is ecient for
multiple-comparison of TDT approach and generalized TDT with EBIC as well. By
applying ERS to dichotomize a quantitative trait, we are able to extend TDT to QTL
mapping in genome wide. From the simulation result, we found that with various heri-
tabilities of the quantitative trait, our ERS cum TDT with EBIC can achieve comparable
PSR whereas lowest FDR especially with  = 1. Therefore, it is expected that with the
above advantages our method can be applied in practice to search for genes which is
meaningful in genetic diagnosis and new drug development.
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In this thesis, according to particularity of TDT family data, we provided a logistic
model with grouped covariates which contains mother and father's allele transmission
value separately. The advantage of considering the parents separately is that a locus is
selected as long as the eect of one of the parents is signicant. By summing up the
transmission values of parents, some dierence may be neglected. For example, the
parents with the value (1; 1) or ( 1; 1) are considered having the same eects with the
parents with the value (0; 0). Another advantage is that we are able to take into account
gender eect by considering paternal and maternal eects separately. There are some
existing algorithms to solve the penalized likelihood problem with grouped variables,
for example, group LASSO (Yuan and Lin 2006). By determining some optimality
conditions of the corresponding optimization program, we derived an ecient algorithm
for sparse solutions of this optimization program.
5.2 Further research topics
In the various TDT approaches, it is noted that only information of allele transmission
is applied whereas the exact genotypes of the parents and children are neglect, so if
we combine the transmission information and the children's genotypes, not only the
power of detecting QTL is expected to be improved but also the population stratication
does not distort the result. On the other hand, in applying ERS sampling approach or
truncation approach on TDT, the power is aected by sample size n and the batch size
k and th quantile and the k and th quantile are predetermined by the user. The smaller
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the  or the larger the k, the more powerful the tests. However, we can not choose
the very small values of  or very big value of k because the very extreme value of
the quantitative values may result from non-genetic eects. For a particularly required
power, how to determine desired sample size n, batch size k and th quantile requires
further study. On the other hand, if we consider the two main costs in TDT tests which
are screening cost and genotyping cost, how to gain the maximum power with constraint
of the total cost is worthy of further research.
In our generalized TDT with logistic model cum EBIC. It is apparent that with the
higher value of  in EBIC, we can obtain lower FDR, but meanwhile the PSR is also
lower. How to determine the  to balance PSR and FDR requires further study. In
disease gene mapping problem, we found that with the xed genetic eects, the allele
frequencies have big eect on the performance of these methods, especially on TDT1,
TDT2 and TDT3 with FDRC, but the eect on our method is not so distinct. We will
investigate the reason of that and explore the explicit relation between these parameters
and FDR and PSR of our methods in our future work.
In addition, it is known that complex disease results from the interplay of genetic
and environmental factors. However, we are currently unclear how gene-environment
interaction can best be used to locate complex disease susceptibility loci, particularly
when large amount of markers are scanned for association with disease. We will con-
sider this issue with our generalized TDT cum EBIC method, and some other possible
tools rather than TDT may join to test association and interaction of genetic and envi-
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ronmental eects as well.
Variable selection in high dimension space is a general issue in genome-wide associ-
ation study. I have derived some optimality conditions of penalized likelihood function
with grouped variables and an algorithm was provided for a special case of the covari-
ates, i.e, each of the groups of covariates contains two variables. We will do some
further studies on this problem in more general situations and the numerical studies are
required for the real genetic data in practice.
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